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SAMET{vATTING

In de onderhavige studie zijn de gegevens uit geluidhinderonderzoeken uit diverse Europese landen

integraal geanalyseerd. Het betreft onderzoeken met betrekking tot venchillende vormen van

verkeer (vliegtuigen, snelwegen, overige wegen, railverkeer) en verschillende t)?en stationairc

bronnen (industrie, nmgeertefieinen, schietterreinen).

Doel van het onderzoek is het vaststellen van responsfuncties, die het verband beschrijven tussen

effecten en de blmtstellingsmaten Lo*(24h), L.- en L*. Voor het realisercn van deze doelstelling

is het van belang een geschikte classifrcatie van geluidbronnen te vinden. Een classificatie voldoet

als binnen een klasse 66n responsfunctie voldoende is om het verband tussen een effect en een

blootstellingsmaat te beschrijven.

De responsfuncties of hun curyen kunnen gebruikt worden om blootstellingen aan individuele

bronnen te evalueren Deze evaluatie begint met het vergelijken van de desbetreffende bron met de

klassen waarvoor curven zijn vastgesteld. Er moet een beslissing genomen worden over de klasse

waar de bron het best inpast en daarmee over de curve die het meest geschikt is voor de beoorde-

ling van die bron. ln veel gevallen zal duidelijk zijn welke klasse en curve genomen moeten

worden. Deze studie werd speciaal gemotiveerd door de behoefte aan curyen en aan inzicht in de

meest geschikte keuze daaruit voor industri€le bronnen.

Voor de vaststelling van de responsfuncties zijn de originele data heranalyseerd. Er is veel aandacht

besteed aan het voor de verschillende studies op vergelijkbare wijze vaststellen van blootstellings-

en effectrnaten. De blootstelling is, in aanvulling op de karakterisering door Lo*(24h), L"* en L6n,

geclassificeerd aan de hand van diverse andere akoestische variabelen. De effecten, die aan

LA"q(24h) L.* en Lrn zijn gerelateerd, zijn (niet-specifieke) geluidhinder, communicatieverstoring,

slaapverstoring, schrikken en hinder door trillingen.
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Voor (niet-specifieke) hinder zijn zowel de scores vmr de hirdercategorieen als hinderpercentages

aan Lon(Z4h), L.- en L* gerelateerd. De verbanden bleken voor verschillende typen verkeer met

eenvoudige functies beschreven te kunnen worden. In figuur 4.27 zijn de curven voor het

percentage emstig gehinderden (bovenste rij), gehinderden (middelste rij) respectievelijk matig of

sterker gehinderden (onderste rij) weergegeven. Er zijn curven afgebeeld voor vliegtrrigen, snelweg-

verkeer, overig wegverkeer en railverkeer.

De hinder is voor impulsbronnen bij gelijk expositieniveau hoger dan voor elk van de verkeers-

typen. De resultaten voor impulsbronnen zijn eveneens in figuur 4.27 weergegeven. De trend is dat

het verschil met vliegverkeer afneemt bij hogere niveaus. Deze trend is het duidelijkst waameem-

baar als gekeken wordt naar de analyses waarin de hinderscores zijn gebruikt als effectmaat (ae

hoofdstuk 4). Aan de hand van die analyses is ook duidelijk dat het verschil met overig wegverkeer

minder variabel is. Door een straffactor van 15 dB(A) toe te passen wordt het even hinderlijke

( overi g) we gverkeersniveau redelijk benaderd.

Yoor (niet-impuls) industidle bronnen wordt eenzelfde patroon gevonden als voor impulsbronnen.

Bij lage niveaus zijn deze bronnen hinderlijker dan elk van de verkeersbronnen met gelijk niveau.

En dit verschil neemt af bij hogere niveaus. Voor deze industriEle bronnen zijn de verschillen met

verkeer minder groot dan voor impulsbronnen. Verder is het beeld minder duidelijk omdat er

uitbijters voorkomen die naar beide kanten aanzienlijk van de trend voor industri€le bronnen

afwijken.

Het probleem met industri€le bronnen is dat ze een aanzienlijk heterogenere groep vormen dan elk

van de verkeerstypen. Bovendien kan er bij 66n fabriek sprake zijn van verschillende typen

geluiden, die met verschillende aspecten van het produktieproces verband houden. Voor de

voonpelling van de hinder is het in ieder geval belangrijk onderscheid te maken tussen impuls-

geluid (laden en lossen van containers of kratten, hameren, sorteren van metaal, etc.) en anderc

geluiden (kranen voor het laden en lossen, verkeer op het fabrieksterrein, raffinage-installaties,

generatoren, ventilatoren, etc. ).

Maar ook met dit onderscheid zal naar venvachting de hinder niet geheel te voorspellen zijn. Het

feit dat de hinder voor impuls- en industri€le bronnen bij lage niveaus relatief hoog blijft ten

opzichte van verkeer lijkt (deels) te wijten aan het voorkomen van incidentele geluiden. Dez*

dragen naar verwachting meer bd aan de hinder dan vermoed zou worden op basis van hun

bijdrage aan het geluidniveau, vooropgesteld dat ze gemeten worden Het gaat hierbij bijvoorbeeld

om het herstarten van het produktieproces bij een chemische installatie, na een defect of onderhoud,

waarbij het affakkelen van gassen een luid geraas veroorzaakt. Of een stoomfluit bij een voedings-

middelenfabriek die tweemaal per dag gaal Of een telefoonbel bij een werkplaats die zo afgesteld

ut
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is dat hij ook buiten wordt gehoord. Enzovoorts. De hinder van dit soort geluiden wordt niet in

kaart gebracht als alleen naar geluidniveaus wordt gekeken.

Op basis van de resultaten uit dit onderzoek wordt voor de beoordeling van geluidsituaties een

procedure voorgesteld, waarin vier stappen onderscheiden kunnen worden.

Stap 1 is het maken van een inventarisatie van de geluidbrcnnen die biidraeen aan het geluidniveau

in de woonomgeving. Per geluidbron wordt voor de dag, avond en nacht het L^* bepaald. De

diverse verkeers- en stationaire bronnen worden onderscheiden. Voor industriegeluid wordt

onderscheid gemaakt tussen impuls- en niet-impulsbronnen. Per bron wordt het L.- bepaald en

wordt vastgesteld in welke klasse, waarvoor responscurven beschikbaar zijn, de bron het best kan

worden ondergebracht.

Stap 2 is het maken van een inventarisatie van de atvoische asoecten van de seluidsituatie. Dit zijn

de aspecten die tot gevolg hebben dat een bron meer hinder veroorzaakt dan wordt afgelezen uit de

meest geschikte curve voor die bron, bij zijn L.* waarde. Het gaat hierbij bijvoorbeeld om de

eerder genoemde incidentele geluiden bij industri€le bronnen. Maar ook voor verkeer spelen

bijzondere aspecten een rol. Voor wegverkeer mag van optrekkend verkeer, en van brommers en

motoren extra hinder verwacht worden. Voor vliegverkeer van reclamevliegtuigen. Voor trams van

punten waar stoten of borken optreedt dmr het passeren van wissels, of waar piepen optrcedt door

een korte boog. Enzovoorts.

Dus deze tweede stap is een aanvulling op de eerste, die nodig is omdat nooit voor alle specifieke

situaties responscurven vastgesteld zullen kunnen worden. In de toekomst kan de set beschikbarc

curven wellicht uitgebreid worden, en kan gewerkt worden aan het verhelderen van de keuze van

een curve daaruit voor een te beoodelen bron, maar er blijven in veel gevallen atypische aspect€n.

Met een alleen op het L.* of andere maat gerichte benadering zouden deze aspecten buiten

beschouwing blijven, terwijl soms juist door aanpak van de bijzondere geluidaspecten het

eenvoudigst en voordeligst een reductie van de hinder te bereiken is.

Stap 3 is een beoordeline per seluidbron van de consequenties voor de kwaliteit van de woonom-

sevins. Hiervoor wordt uitgega:tn van het bij de eerste stap vastgestelde Ld, en de keuze van de

broncategorie waar de desbetreffende bron het best kan worden ondergebracht. Op basis van de

resultaten uit de onderhavige studie wordt het volgende beoordelingssysteem verkregen:

lv
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Stap 4, tenslotte, is een beoordeline van de conseouenties van het totale eeluid voor de kwalit€it

van de woonomseving. Een fabriek waar zowel impuls als ander geluid wordt veroorzaakl is een

voorheld van een cumulatiesituatie. Voor de beoordeling van het totale geluid kan een elders

beschreven methode (Miedema, 1992b) voor de beoordeling van cumulatiesituaties worden

gebruikt. Daarmee kan de L.- waarde voor (overig) wegverkeer worden vastgesteld, die evenveel

hinder zou veroozaken als de te beoordelen combinatie van geluidbronnen. ln bovenstaande tabel

kan bij deze waarde een kwaliteitsoordeel worden afgelezen.
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PREFACE

The present study is the first of three related s[rdies about environmental noise and odour. They arc

reported under the titles:

I. Response functions for environmental noise in rcsidential areas;

IL Response functions for environmental odour in residential areas;

m. Quantification of environmental quality.

In the first and second study the original data from a number of investigatiorui :ue analysed together

to find functional rclations between annoyance and exposure. These relations can be used to find

for individual sources the exposure levels which correspond to limits with respect to annoyance.

These relations make it also possible to find for various noise and odour sources the levels which

have equally adverse effects.

The third is a study into the foundations of the description of environmental quality. An environ-

mental quality measurc is described. tt can be used to find for combirations of noise and odour

sources the levels which correspond to limits with respect to annoyance. Moreover, the measure can

be used to find the (combinations of) exposure levels for noise and odour sources which are equally

adverse.

The present study was especially motivated by the question how to evaluate noise fiom stationary

sources. Since the amount of useful data for stationary sources is limited, we also used data for a

variety of transportation noises and tried to find general features which explain the degree of

annoyance caused. When these features have sufficient generality, they also can be used for the

evaluation of stationary sources. Since so much data abut transportation sources are analysed, the

results are also relevant for the evaluation of transportation noise itself.

This study, as well as the two others, have been carried out under contract for the Ministry of

Housing, Physical Planning and Environment.

Several people have contributed to this study. Jim Groeneveld of our institute succeeded with skill

and patience in organizing the vast amount of data from different hardware and software systems

into one database. Ruurt van den Berg of our institute advised with respect to several acoustical

issuess. Collegues from several countries were so kind as to provide us with their original research

data and communicated with us about the many details that needed to be understood for a correct

use of these data. We would like to express our gratitude to all of ttrem. We are especially grat€ful

to James Fields (USA) for his assistance with obtaining information, also about studies of others.

vu
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I. INTRODUCTION

In numerous sfirdies data have been collected about the effecs of environmental noise. For the

evaluation of environmental noise exposures litle can be gained ftrom collecting more data, except

perhaps with respect to some specific problems. UnforarnUely this does not mean that a clear

picture exists about these effects. There have been relatively few integrative attempts to summarize

the studies.

This may partly be explained by the lack of standardization in research methods, which makes such

an integration a difficult task. The present state is that knowledge is scattercd over many reports

and articles plus a few books. New data would add a piece to the p:zdre but the main question of

how the pieces fit together would still penist.

In the present study integral analyses are performed on the data of a number of investigations.

These studies concemed transportation (aircraft, highway, other road traffic, railways) ard

stationary sources (industry, shunting yards, shooting ranges). The purpose is to establish response

functions, which describe the relation between effects and the exposure measures LA.q(24h), Ld.

and Lu.. An important aspect is a proper classification of sources. Within a class one response

function per effect and exposure measure has to be sufficient.

Response functions or their curves can be used to evaluate exposures due to individual noise

sources. To evaluate a source, it has to be compared with the classes of sources for which curves

are drawn. The most appropriate class has to be chosen and thereby the most appropriate curve for

the evaluation of that source. In many cases the best choice clear. This study is especially

motivated by the need of curves and the need of clarification of the most apprcpriate choice from

them for industrial sources.

To find the response functions, the original data of the investigations are re-analyzed at the

individual level. Much effort has been put into a comparable determination of the exposure and

effect measures for different studies. The expozures aI€, in addition to the characteraation by

LA"q(24h), L"- and L*, classified with several other acoustical measurcs. The effects, which are

related to LA"q(24h), L.* and Ld,,, arc (nonspecific) noise annoyance, communication disturbance,

sleep disturbance, startle and vibration.

In the remainder of this introduction results from previous integrative studies are described. We do

not attempt to be complete: there are more rcsults in the studies mentioned and there are more

studies than mentioned. We merely provide the results that seem most relevant in the present

context.
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The most comprehensive work on the effects of noise on man is a book by Kryter (1985). This

book is more general than our present interest, which is focused on environmental noise. As argued

in our chapter 3, the most important type of effect for the evaluation of environmental noise is

annoyance. For a summary of data on the relation between exposure and annoyance from

environmental noise, a paper by Schultz and the subsequent discussion between SchulE and Kryter

are particulary informative (Schultz, 1978, 1982; Kryter, 1982a, b). In his 1978 article Schultz

discussed a large number of noise annoyance investigations canied out in several countries. These

investigations concemed aircraft, railway traffic ard various types of road traffic. In order to malrc

the investigations comparable Schule used the available data to determine L*. He also attempt€d to

define annoyance in a similar way.

For each of the investigations he drew up a curve showing the percentage highly annoyed persons

as a function of L* (Schultz, 1978, figures I and 2). On the basis of the individual curves he

synthesized a single curve as the 'best cunently available estimate of public annoyance due to

transpoftation noise of all kinds'. He also remarked: 'It may also be applicable to community noise

of other kinds.' (Schuttz, 1978, figure 3). Supporting the statement that the synthesized curve was a

good representation of the research results, he showed that the majority of the data points from the

investigation involved lay within t}re gOVo confidence interval of the synthesized curyes (ShulE,

1978, reproduced in figure 1.1).
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Kryter (1982a) cast doubt on the adequacy of the synthesized curve. He did this on three main

grounds:

1. the manner by which the percentage of higtrly annoyed persons was defined for the

different investi gations;

2. the methods used by Schultz to establish L*, from the available data;

3. the criteria used by Schultz for excluding a number investigations when drawing up the

synthesized curve.

Kryter argued that for ground traffic (i.e. road and rail tratric) and air traffic separate and non-

identical curves give a significantly better representation of the data considercd by Schultz (Kryter,

1982a, figure l1). According to Kryter, for a given L, the annoyance due to aircraft lies above the

value given by the synthesized curve, whereas the annoyance due to ground fansportation noise

lies below. Kryter indicated that although the nonspecific annoyance due to the different sources

can indeed be compared, the annoyance caused by different sources is of a different kind. This is

shown when the specific annoyance is compared (Kryter, 1982a: figure 13).

The argument between Kryter and Schulz regarding the adequacy of a single cuwe for transporta-

tion noise has not led to agreement between them. However, sufficient data are available to show

significant differences between the dose response relations for different types of source. This is also

demonstrated in section 4.6 by comparing Schultz' summary curve (figure 1.1) with the results of

the present compilation.

Recently, Fidell, Barber and SchulE (1991) extended the original compilation of Schultz and

arrived at the same curve. Although their additional data appear to support Kryter's point that at the

same exposure level aircraft noise is more annoying than ground transportation noise, the authors

ignore the discussion with Kryter in which this point was brought fonvard.

Three more specific questions have been subjected to a summarizing analysis by Fields (1984,

1986, 1990). A first question concenN the relative effect of noise at different times of the day. For

the curves drawn by SchulE and Kryter, L*, is used as the exposurc measure. ln this measure a 10

dB penalty is applied to the nighttime level. Whether this or some other practice can be supported

by annoyance studies was the question addressed by Fields (1986). He re-analyzed the data from

aircraft, road and railway traffic with a total number of 22.ffi0 respondents. In the most straighdor-

ward analysis different time-of-day weighting models werc related to annoyance for the 24 hour

period. For each model the pararneters giving an optimal relation were estimated. One tested model

would give the Lun with the appropriate parameter substihrtion. The results were disappointing in

the sense that it did not became clear which model and parameter values were most adequate. The
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most important explanation was the high correlation among the levels for different periods within

24 hours in the studies examined. As a consequence the enor of the estimation for parameten,

which determirrc the time-of-day weiglrts, was too high to draw a conclusion.

Here L.- and L* are the measures with time of day penalties which are comparcd with the

unpenalized LA.q(24h). L* mosfly because its widesprcad application and L.- because its applica-

tion in the Netherlards. L* is also included because therc are theorctical and empirical reasons to

prefer it above L,- (see section 2.4 ard Miedema, 1992b).

A secord question concen$ the effect of the number of even8 on annoyance. When all noise

events arc similar, Lo*(T) equals the sum of the L* for a sin$e event and 10 times the log of the

number of events (minus ten times bgf). Fietds (1984) analyzed a number of studies to find the

effect on annoyance of the number of events in combination with the average peak level of the

events. He studied whether, for optimal annoyance prediction, the number of events has to be

transformed logarithmically and whether this (transformed) number of events is additively

combined with the average peak level expressed in PNdB. He found no evidence to reject these

conventional hypotheses of logarithmic transformation and additive combination. Furtherrnore,

using these hypotheses, the coefficient for ttre log of the number of even8 is estimated to be half or

less than the coefficient for the average peak level. Fields does not compare the combination of

averaged peaks and number of events with Ln*(24h) or L*.
In the present analyses the number of events is used in addition to Ln"o based measures. The

number of events is used to give an indicatjon for the prevalence of pauses (see section 2.5), which

was suggested by Finke (1980) as a factor influencing annoyance.

Another issue recently studied by Fields (1990) concems the effect of non-acoustical variables on

the relation between noise exposure and annoyance. He analyzed 280 relevant English publications

on the intervening effect of three types of variables: demographic. anitudinal and situational.

Table 1.1 gives a sunmary of his findings. None of the demographic variables has an effect. As a

consequence, the demographic composition of the sample in different studies is not very relevant.

As a category, atritudinal variables have the strongest effect. It has to be kept in mind, however,

that for this category common response tendencies may explain a relation between those attiurdes

and annoyance. Of the three variables that have a clear influence, fear and preventability are associ-

ated with the type of source. It is known that fear influences the annoyance from aircraft noise and

that people do not in general feel that the noise from e.g. road or rail traffic could be avoided.

These factors may therefore explain some of the differences betrreen sources. In this study the

working assumption for idiosyncratic factors such as noise sensitivity is that their distribution is

independent of the noise exposure and other acoustical factors.
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Before we tum to the analysis of the compiled data, the noise measurcs used are described in

chapter 2 and noise annoyance measures in chapter 3. Then, in chapter 4, non-specific anrnyance is

analyzed as a function of different noise mffisurcs. The same is done for communication

disturbance, sleep disturbance, startle and for reports of vibration. The results are discussed and

conclusions are drawn in chapter 5. ln the apperdix the incorporated studies are described, thereby

focusing on the determination of the noise and annoyance measures needed in this study.
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,, EXPOSURE

ln our perception environmental noise is structurcd by disinguishing contributions which are

auributed to different sources. Sources are distinguished at different levels of abstraction. We may

e.g. refer to traffic noise or, more specifically, to the squealing of bus brakes. It appears that there

is a limited range of nahrral levels of abstraction for discriminating sources.

It is hard for a person to evaluate contributions from sources, whose definition do not fit in their

nairral scheme. Presumably this is because experiences with sounds are processed and remembercd

in relation with their source. To question noises at too specific or too general a level would ask for

more than a person knows.

For example, most persons do not distinguish the noise frrom different types of civil aircraft.

Thercfore, they cannot give an evaluation of annoyance caused by each type separately. On the

other hand, for answering a question about annoyance from road plus air traffic information for

each source separately can be retrieved from memory. However, to combine this information would

require mental calculations. Which calculations are performed seems to be determined by the

phrasing of the questions (Miedema, 1987b) and the validity of the result is questionable (Miedema,

1987a).

The following sources appear to constitute natural entities for discussing noise aruroyance: large

aircraft, small aircraft, helicopters, jet fighters, local road, highway, trains, tratms, subway, shooting

ranges, many different kinds of industrial sources and different kinds of recreational activities such

as motor crossing or speed boat racing.

These sources are used to spatially structure the origins of sounds and to organize memories of

annoying events. For the prediction of is adverse effect, a source has to be rated with respect to

loudness and other aspects.

Acoustical aspects, known to be relevant for annoyance, can be divided in characteristics of the

frequency spectrum, of the time pattem and spatial characteristics. Each of these aspects is

discussed in a separate section. See Schultz (1982) for a general, unsurpassed overview of noise

measures, proposed to characterize acoustical aspects relevant for annoyance.
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T* 2l Acottstical vadaHes whiir inffwno annoyarrce, b€sir€s he (awnge) level expresed e.g. r L^"o(2ah)

Frcquerry
1.

2.

lonality: relatiw ononfatinn in small lreqrcrry bands.

tsight pantoo ol the centre ol gra$ty ol the fr€qu€ncy Epectrum.

onset levd iruease per eecond.

prbd: dbrifufun owr perids as day, wening and ntght.

peuse: pevalence of relativs quiet peil*.

quiet side: lerd difierene betwseo Ei&6 of th€ dwelling.

Time

3.

4.

5.

Spalial

6.

2.1 Tonality

Measures for tonality have been proposed by Kryter & Pearsons (1965) and by Li$le (1961). They

were developed for the aircraft certification. Determination of these measures requires rather

detailed knowledge about the frrequency spectrum of the noise and is not feasible in the noise

abatement practise. Tonality can also be caused by interferences in the form of amplification at

some frequencies and suppression at othem. This phenomenon can occur with coherent sources or

reflections of a single source.

A distinction of a few types of tonal sounds from non-tonal sounds appeam to be the most that can

be accomplished. For the present compilation study tonal sounds from railways and from sationary

sources are the only two categories which are distinguished from non-tonal sounds.

22 Height

What we mean by height is for pure tones usually called pitch and depends on the frequency of the

tone. For a single peaked A-weighted frequency spectrum the location of the peak could be used as

a generalization of this. In general, the centre of gravity of the spectnrm could be used. This

position could be categorized as low, intermediate or high.

For the studies in the compilation the directly available information about frequency spectra,

however, is not sufficient to study the effect of height on adverseness. After having prepared our

data set for the analyses, we became aware of the possibility to use the percentage of heavy

vehicles for rail and road traffic as an indication of the amount of low frequency noise. (Of course,

it has to be studied whether low fiequency or other features are responsible for any effect of the
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percentage heavy vehicles on annoyance.) At that point, however, we had to postpone the inclusion

of these data to a later occasion.

Part of a necessity to consider height may derive from the failure of the commonly used A-

weighted measurcs to take the effect of low frequency components on loudness zufficiently ino

account. The A-weighting procedure does not take into account the spread of excitation in the

basilar membrane to rcgions corrcspording to higher ftequency. A measurc that does, as Zwickers

sone, would eliminate this part of the frequency effect For application of this measure to

environmental noises in field studies see Schumer et al. (1983) and Miedema (1985) and for

application in laboratory shrdies e.g. Fastl (1981).

2-3 Onset

Extensive EEC laboratory studies on measures for the impulsiveness of sound, reported by Rice

(1989), did not provide clear evidence that one measure was better than others. One measure that

has intuitive appeal is (average) rise velocity. Since the studies in ttrc present compilation do not

contain rise velocity data, indirect information is used to derive rise velocities. This information is

only sufficient to discriminate between a few wide classes of rise velocities. Most of this section is

concemed with the definition of these classes.

A first, tentative distinction is between impulses (hammer strokes, shooting), passages (of cars,

trains, aircraft) and no detectable fluctuation (refinery noise). These three classes are in decreasing

order with respect to rise velocity. Passages constitute a rather broad class, with at one extreme the

fused sound of cars on a highway at some distance and, at the other extreme, a low overflight of a

jet fighter. In between are other overflights (at greater height with lower speed), passages from rail

vehicles and cars on a road at shorter distance or with lower traffic intensity. It appears that the

minimum rise velocity that may cause startle lies somewhere in the nmge covered by passages. We

therefore take a closer look at this category. Subsequently, it is discussed whether further

differentiation of the category of impulses in needed.

Suppose that vehicles (road, rail, air) follow a straight path with constant speed and emission. Then

the main variables determining the rise velocity are speed and shortest distance from the observer

to the path. It increases with emission and speed, but deoeases with distance. Since (considering all

types of passages) low overflying jet fighters have a high emission and speed and are medium with

respect to distance, it is to be expected that they cause the highest rise velocities. Figure 2.1 shows
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a rccorded overflight. The average rise velocity is 140 dB/s. Mostly rise velocities for overflying jet

fighters are lower, in the order of 50 dB/s.

Ftgtre 2.1 OwrllQht ol a let frghter (Curio, 1986). Ihe arerage rise velocity b 140 d&s, ttr rise velocity at th€ sEepct part b 200 d&s

military aircraft: 140 dB/s

,,,,1,,,,t,,,,t,,,,1,,,.t,.,,r,,,.r,,..i
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

s

Which type of passage has the next highest rise velocity is not immediately clear since the trade off
between the variables relevant for rise velocity (speed, emission and distance) is not simple.

Figure 2.2 shows records of passages for aircrafL trains, trams and cars. The rise velocities of this

large class of passages can be seen to be of another order of magnitude than for low flying jet

fighters.

We estimate that the effect of the rise velocity is negligibte for this class of passages. It therefore

appears reasonable to distinguish for passages only between low flying jet fighters and other

passages, and to combine those other passages with the class of no detectable fluctuation. The

plarmed extension of the lines for high speed trains in Europe appears a proper cause for snrdying

refinements of the dichotomization of rise velocities for passages. For these trains, with velocities

up to 300 km/h, rise velocities are expected to have magnitudes in the order of double of those of
the present intercity trains. Therefore they may constitute a separate category in the sense that the

adverseness of such onset cannot be equated with either passages ofjet fighter or the other types of
passages.

For impulses a distinction with respect to rise velocity can be made between shots and other

impulses. Figure 2.3 shows recordings of artillery and rifle shots with rise velocities in the order of
32.m0 and 320.000 dB/s respectively and figure 2.4 an impulse from pile driving with a rise

velocity in the order of 8000 dB/s.
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Fpwe 2.3 lmprbe lrom gurshots. Lett 105 L 53 gun mounted on an AIIX bnk recoded al 25 m dbhnce. Ttre pek level i6 161 dB. Righr a FAL

rille shot recoded al 4 m dbtarce. The peak lercl b 155 dB. Rbe tms are lese rhan 5 rospsctyoly 0.5 m (Smooronhrrg, 1979).
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However, the loudness integration time of the hearing syst€m is somewhere between 20 and

200 ms, and the (loudness) excitation does not vanish instantaneously. This imposes restrictions on

the rise velocities that can be discriminated. Since for all types of impulses rise times are much less

than the duration of the loudness integration period and the extinction period, rise velocities of

impulses will hardly influence the perceived velocity of their loudness increment. For impulses the

maximum level and possibly the duration arc more important for the loudness increment velocity.

Thus, a distinction between different kinds of impulses is not needed.

Summarizing the above considerations, our proposal is to use three categories for rise velocities: >

1000, circa 50, and < 10 dB/s.

These categories correspond to imputsive sourds, low flying jet fighters, and other passages

together with steady noises. The partition is not exhaustive. And it is not known where to place

exactly the boundaries. (New) environmental sounds as from high speed trains may requirc

refinement of the categorization.

Apart from pure impulse sounds from stationary sources, stationary sources and traffic may cause

impulses in combination with other sound. Impulses from traffic can e.g. be caused by irregularities

in the road or in the track, due to shunts or transition to a viaducf A special case is the noise of a

helicopter. whose bladeslaps pmduce very regular and higtrly predictable impulses.

2.4 Time of day

Effects of environmental noise not only depend on the noise but also on the activity the exposed

person is engaged in. Some activities are more sensitive to noise than others. Since most activities

are not performed synchronously, it is hard to connect noise in different time intervals to activities.

The most important exception is the cycle of being awake and sleeping, which approximately

coincides with day + evening versus night period.

Two measures which take into account that sleeping is more sensitive to noise than most activities

carried out when awake are L.- and L*. Both are calculated from the Lo* levels for different day

periods. Of course there is a large individual variation in sleeping periods and the optimal division

of a day in periods should be further studied. But here L.- is used because it is used in the

Netherlands' legislation and Lun because it is used in many other countries.

There are two differences between these measures. For L.- three periods are distinguished: 7 - 19,

tg - 23 and 23 - 7h. For L* the periods 7 - 22 and 22 -7h are used. The penalties applied to the

Lo* for the day and night period are 0 respectively l0 dB for both measures. Disregarding an

12
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exception made for the application to road traffic, for L.- a penalty of 5 dB is used for the

evening. The second difference is the way of combining tlre contributions from different periods.

For L.- the maximum is taken over the three (penalized) levels, while for L* the two (penalized)

levels are combined according to the common (energetic) sound averaging procedure.

Whether the evening period has to be considered separately and the night period should be taken o
start at 22 or 23h could be the subject of discussion. But with respect to the way of combining

contributions from different periods the procedure for L* is to be preferred above that for L"-. The

reason for this is as follows. For L.* I maximum is taken with the consequence that it is

insensitive to the level within a period as long as the penalized level is not the maximum. But, as a

matter of fact, a situation with an Ln* of 70 dB(A) in the day and 60 dB(A) in the night is more

deffimental than with 70 dB(A) in the day and 45 dB(A) in the nighr

In the compilation study both L.o, and Lon are used in addition to Ln*(24h). Sufficient data about

levels for the different periods are available.

)a Pauses

As mentioned in the previous section when comparing L.- and L*, the sound averaging procedures

do not disregard the non-maximal contributions, which is qualitatively correct. However, this leaves

open the quantitative question about the trade off between contributions from different moments.

The sound average, for unpenalized levels denoted by Lo.q, is largely determined by the loudest

events. This is in accordance with the knowledge that these even8 do have a great influence on

annoyance. But there is a less desirable second consequence, similar to the neglect of the non-

maximal contributions in the L"-. Changes of sound levels which are and remain at least l0 dB(A)

below the maximum have hardly any influence on the LA"q. Ard this too is contrary to the facts.

Exposures with substantial quiet pauses are less detrimentat than ever present noise. For the same

reason, an 'escape room' and quiet nearby outdoor places are valuable, even though their use may

hardly lower the personal Lo*.

Finke et al. (1980) proposed a measure to capture these phenomena. The information it adds o e.g.

Lo. or L* is for traffic strongly related to the number of passages or events. Since this information

is more easily obtained and available in most of the studies in the compilation we use this.

Specifically we use as a measure a count of the number of quiet minutes. A rough apprcximation is

to subEact one minute from 1440 for each passage. This procedure does not take into account

r3
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multiple passages in the same minute. When information about the distribution of passages is

available, it is used to get a more prccise estimate.

For sources other than traffic, specifically industrial souroes, each minute of operation time is

subtracted.

2.6 Quiet side

Relative quietness may occur because of a pause in the emission, but also because one goes to a

relatively quiet place. Spatial distinctions between noise levels can be made in different ways.

Within a house some rooms may be relatively quiet, when only one side of the house is exposed to

noise. The difference between the sound level outside, in the garden or on the balcony, and inside

may vary for houses, due to construction ard noise insulation differences. And in the

neighbourhood of some houses there are quiet places, but for others this is not the case. Finally, for

houses in densely populated areas a quiet place for a walk or bicycle tour often can only be fourd

at large distance, while persons in other dwellings do not have to travel that far.

In the present compilation we only have data to stndy the effect of a quiet side of the house. We

use the Lo", differcnce between the most and least exposed side of the house as indicator. It is

classified in the classes <5, 5-15 and >15 dB (A). E.g. for connected houses with road traffic at

close distarrce a difference of >15 dB is to be expected. For a house under a flight path or with fwo

equally busy close roads at similar distance of opposite sides of the house a difference <5 dB is to

be expected.

t4
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3. EFIECT

3.1 A general taxonomy of noise effects

The effects of environmental noise can be divided in thrce categories: somatic ffects, functiotul

effects and annoyance. Ihrere are no sharp boundaries between these categories and an effect in one

cahgory can have a conelate in another. Prototypical examples for the categories are raised blood

pressure (somatic), speech disturbance (functional) ard nonspecific annoyance attributed to noise

(annoyance). Sleep disturbance (functional) is an example of an effect that has correlates in other

categories: cl-rhythm changes in the EEG pattem (somatic) and annoyance caused by not having

slept well (annoyance).

Apart from the already mentioned nonspecific annoyance, therc are reports of annoyance related to

specific functional effects or other specific causes. Most important specific ilmoyance effects arc

due to s/eep disturbance, communication disturbance, concentration disnrrrbance with startle x
extreme and vibration of the house. ln this compilation study nonspecific annoyance and these four

specific annoyance effects are considered.

Social consequences could be added as fourth general category. Phenomena as aggression to others

and decreased willingness to help, which are related to the concept of alienation, have been studied-

The study on these effects started at ahut the same time as systematic studies on annoyance. An

example of an early study is that of Stemerding-Bartens (1960, 1965) on the effect of noise on

group interaction. But, altogether, the amount of data collected is far less than for the other three

categories. For an overview, see De Boer (1986).

32 Effects and the evaluation of noise situations

An important question is which effects have to be considercd for the evaluation of environmental

noise exposures.

An effect can be taken into account only if there exist reliable and valid mqlsures for iL Reliability

has to do with measuring something other than random factors. A measure is more reliable when

the influence of random factors is less. Validity me:ms that the right intended effect is measured.

Reliability is a prerequisite for vatidity. In addition, validity requires low bias.
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For somatic effects it has been proven difficult, if not impossible, to isolate the part due to noise

from the part with random or confounding systematic causes. Prcsumably this is due to the

complex etiology of the phenomena studied, such as hypertension and rcduced birth weight. Even

at extreme noise levels adverse somatic effects other than hearing damage are hard to demonstrate,

presumably because of random and confounding factors. The problems with separating the effect of

noise means that either they are absent or not very substantial, or there arc at prcsent no reliable

and valid measures. Most promising appears to be laboratory research where somatic effects are the

cost of sustained performance in noise.

Functional effects are abundantly demonstrated in the laboratory. The insigh{ into speech disturb-

ance is most developed and led to specialized measures to predict it (AI, SIL, STI). One factor that

contributed to this high level of development is the availability of simple, reliable and valid tests

for speech disturbance.

For other functional effects simple tests are lacking. For sleep disturbance measures in terms of the

EEG pattem have often been used. Apart from being far from simply established, their validity is

questioned. Probably the most straight fonpard measure available at the moment is the probability

of involuntary awakening. A disadvantage is that the sleep quality may deteriorate without a single

awakening. Other measures used, such as self reported sleep quality and performance tests, may

tum out to be the most useful indicators of the adverse effecs on sleep.

For noise during task performance it has become clear that effects can occur although accuracy and

speed of performance in simple tasks are often sustained. Noise in relatively complex tasks, as

double tasks. induces shifu in priorities and strategies. But the demonstration of effects still

requires levels higher than found in residential areas. More sensitive tests are still lacking. Often a

person can sustain his performance as measured, but with costs in the form of detrimental effects

that easily remain unnoticed since they are of another type. See Veltrnan (1988) for demonstrations

of 'displaced' effects even in the relatively short period of laboratory tests.

Annoyance is measured with questionnaires, either used in a face-to-face or telephone interview or

sent by mail. In the introduction it was already mentioned that uuroyance can only be determined

for sources that fit in the respondents conceptualization of the noise environment. When source

definitions are used that deviate from this, the reports are not valid. For individual noise sources,

defined at the level of abstraction of the list in chapter 1, the reliability and validity has been

srudied by several researchers.

A high correlation between repeated measures of annoyance, either within the same questionnaire

or at different times, is a indication for reliability. Groeneveld and De Jong (1985) found conela-

tions from .85 - .95 for four European studies on impulse noise between annoyance determined

17
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with a four and ten point scale. Questions on impulse noise and on traffic noise were involved. A

conelation of .61 has been found by Griffittr and Delauzin (1977) for annoyance responses deter-

mined with a time interval in which no significant change in exposure occurred. These results sup

poft the view that annoyance measures arc at least moderately reliable.

It may be noted that a high conelation at the individual level may be considered to be a too strcng

requirement. Momentary factors may influence the annoyance rcsponses and reduces the correlation

between responses at different times. But this does not make annoyance a less useful measure, as

long as the distributions of responses at given noise conditions is stable. So it may be more

relevant to lmk, e.g., at the stability of distribution means, than to determine correlation coeffi-

cients for individual responses at different times.

Validity follows from a relatively high conelation with conceptually related measures (for

nonspecific annoyance e.g. with communication disturbarrce by the same source) as compared with

correlations with conceptually unrelated measures (for nonspecific annoyance e.g. with nonspecific

annoyance from another source). Hall and Taylor (1982) found correlations from .7 to .8 for ques-

tions on different annoyance aspects for the same source in the same interview. The correlation

between annoyance from differen, sources, which has to be comparatively low for validity, is found

to be in the order of .10 to .35 by Van Kunp (1990). These correlations are low but not all

negtigible. The correlations may be due to correlations between exposure levels for different

sources. They may also be caused by tendencies to respond in a certain dircction or use a certain

part of the scale. For an elaborate view on response criteria see Berglund et al. (1987).

Table 3.1 Rating ol th€ evrd€ne on eflects at rsalistic envuonmentsl ler,els. The raling is more pcilive tYh€n effecE are demonstraEd and

relaiors wrlh sxpcurs draraclenstics are loown.

T8

adwrse somatrc effecb

lunctional efrecls

speed disturbance

sl€€p disilrbarrce
perbrmance d€l€noraton

annoyarrce

#
+

0

trsnds at high levels or no ell€cts bund

deEiled knowledge abul Elalbns
knowledge aboul relalims

eflect bund, mainty al high le'nb

subetantial knowledge about rslalions

The state of affairs. summarized in table 3.1, suggests that noise situations can be evaluated on the

basis of systematically collected noise annoyance reports. An advantage of noise annoyance reports

is that they constitute a measure for deterioration of the quality of life, with an implicit weighting

by the exposed person of specific effects.
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Since adverse somatic effects, when found at dl, are only found in situations where annoyance

reports atready demonstrate severe detrimental effects on the quality of life, their relevance for

evaluating environmental noise is questionable. Documentation of functional effects, such as com-

munication, sleep and performance dishrrbance, is morc likely to give valuable information about

the acceptability of noise exposures.

33 Translation of differently measured annoyance

Unforntnately, researchers have been very creative in the design of questionnaires, and the annoy-

ance items in particular. Arguments could be presented for any particular approach. By now there is

probably consensus on the desirability of some featurcs (e.9. rE bipolar category systems; more

than two categories; no extreme verbal labels; do not skip annoyance questions when little is heard

of the source). But the gain of these insights comes at high costs in terms of difficulties for com-

paring results. Variation with respect to the following two aspects may be important when compar-

ing results from different surveys.

Focus on annoyance. There are differences in the degrce of focusing on noise annoyance, both

prior to the noise annoyance question and in the formulation of this question itself. Three relevant

aspects are the introduction of the opic of the questionnaire (e.9. noise annoyance versus evalu-

ation of neighbourhood), the position of the noise annoyance question in the list (e.g. are there

prior noise annoyance questions or not) and the phrasing of the question (e.9. is there a reference to

prior self-reported noise effects).

Answer categories from which the respondent can choose for reporting his degree of annoyance.

Important are the number of categories and their verbal labels, if any.

We estimate that the second type of difference, with respect to answer categories, is the more

impormnr In the remainder of this section it is described how we coped with these differcnces.

With respect to variation in focus on annoyance little can be done to adjust results, if this would be

necessary. The relevant features can only be reported, which is done in the appendix for the

surveys in the present compilation.

Dose-response data can be analyzed in several ways. One possibility is to describe the percentages

of respondents rEporting at least a certain level of annoyance as a function of the dose. Using the

percentage approach the problem is to determine for different category systems a category boundary

that dichotomizes the annoyance continuum at approximately the same point Another possibility is

to describe the annoyance scores as a function of the dose, after having assigned scores to the

19
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categories. Using this scoring approach the problem is to assign to categories from different sys-

tems scores that represent the category midpoints on the annoyance continuum. Finding a cut-off

point as well as assigning scores is simplest when the following two assumptions can be made:

- Equal intervals: each category from a single system occupies an equal portion of the annoyance

continuum;

- Equal extrcmes: the lower and upper outer category boundaries from different category systems

coincide.

If these assumptions are met, the cut-off points and scoring given in table 3.2 can be used. They

depend only on the number of categories. The cut off scorcs are determined as follows: (score for

inner category boundary i) = 100Vm, where m is the number of categories and i = 1,..,m-1 is the

rank number of the category, starting at low annoyance. The category midpoint scores are deter-

mined as follows: (score for category i) = 100 (i - ,h) lm. where m is the number of categories

and i = 1,..,m is the rank number.

TaHe 92 Cut ofi pcinh and category scores lor different catsgory systems. The numbers ol cabgorm which etleclively occur in this comflhtirn

stdy arc suned.

number ol
categories

cut ofl poinb calogo{y s@tE

20

J

4',

5'
6

7

10'

33 -67
25-50-75
20-&-60- 80

17-33-50-67-83
14-28-43-57 -72-$
10-20-..- 80-90

17-50-83
13-37-G3-87
r0-30-50-70-90
8- 25- 42-58-75-92
7- 21- 36-50-64-79-93
5- 15-..- 85-95

Since Schultz used the cut-off at 72, this is also used here. He called this percentage the percentage

'highly arnoyed'. Kryter argued for a lower cut-off point. We use the cut off points (10) - 20 - 28 -

40 - 50 - 60 - 72 - 80 - (90). ln order to ger these percentages urnoyed for different category sys-

tems, the cumulative percentages at the nearest cut-off points on either side are linearly interpo-

lated.

Since we did not extrapolate, we sometimes could not determine percentage for 10 and 90.

For clarity and to stress the often neglected fact that annoyance percentages are rather meaningless

without references to the cut-off boundary, we write A1s, A2s, A2s, ..., Aro for the annoyance percen-

tages.

Unfornrnately, verbal labels may lead to violation of the 'equal intervals' and 'equal extremes'

assumptions. Especially bothering are bipolar category systems and extreme verbal labels.
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Adjustrnents to accouttt for the effect of labels, as well as miscellaneous consideration are, when

applied, described in the appendix. The number of categories after such adjustnents are refened to

as the effective number of carcgories.

The approach to obtain comparable cut-off points and category soorcs is based on a priori consider-

ations. These considerations are checked with a procedurc known as optimal scaling. Results arc

rcported in chapter 4.

,t
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4. RESPONSE FI'NCTIONS

In this chapter the analyses of the rclation between anrDyance and exposure mqNures are reported-

Nonspecific annoyance is related to LA.q(24h), L* and L* which we call overall exposulE

mqNures. Effects of additional acoustical variables, such as the percentage of quiet minutes or the

differcnce between most and least exposed side, arc amlyzrA with L* as overall mqNure.

Communication disturbance, startle and vibration arc related to LAJT-l9) and sleep disturbance to

L^_[23-7).

For both nonspecific ard specific annoyance the individual scores are related to the overall levels

by the best fitting continuous, piecewise linear function. In general the overall levels are divided in

five intewals with, as far as possible, an equal number of observatiorrs. On each interval the fitted

function consists of a linear piece. They are corurccted at the boundaries between the intervals.

Because there is no restriction on how the pieces are connected, these functions have considerable

freedom to follow variations in the data. It should be noted that this type of function fitting is

different from linear interpolation between a few points, which also leads to curves with linear

pieces.

The goodness of fit is characterized by the conelation coefficient r. As with linear or other

polynomial regression, f is ttre proportion of variance of the dependent variable accounted for by

the fitred function, in this case a piecewise linear function

Variations of a piecewise linear function may be due to random factors. Therefore, a morE

restricted function, such as a linear function, is to be preferred when this gives only a small drop in

conelation coefficient. A large drop, howevet indicates that the restriction causes significant

features of the relation to be lost. Thus, by comparing the fit we know when a piecewise linear

functions hardly improves the simpler linear solution.

For nonspecific annoyarrce we also present percentages annoyed as a function of the overall levels.

Different percentages are obtained with different bisections of the :rnnoyance range: A1e, A2s, A23,

A4s, A5s, A6p, A72, Aro and Ar" The two extreme percentages, however, could not always be

determined. To some percentages verbal labels are attached. A, is catled tlre percentage of those (at

least) moderately annoyed, Aro the percentage annoyed and A2 the percentage highly annoyed. In

figures that follow, the curves for these three percentages arc drawn with a solid line, whereas for

the other percentages a dotted line is used.

To determine a percentage curve, the overall exposure levels are divided in, generally five,

intervals, in the same way as described above. A simple procedure would be to determine per

interval the percentage annoyed. Who is counted as arunyed depends on the particular annoyance
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curve that is determined (A,o or A2o etc.).

The procedure used here is an elaboration of above procedure, which gives a result that is less

sensitive to random enors. Corresponding to each interval boundary, a tent shaped weigfu function

is defined. Using these (six) functions, weighted averages arc determirrcd for exposure levels and

for annoyance coded as 100 or 0, depending on whether the particular cut off point is exceeded or

not. In this way we obtain for six exposurc levels the percentage armoyed. The curves in the

percentage figurcs are obtained by linear interpolation between these poins.

Fint the results for three types of transportation souces are presented in separate sections (aircraft,

railway traffic, road traffic). In a fourth section the results for stationary sources are reported. The

curves for different types of sources arc compared in the fifth section. ln the sixth section our

results are compared with Schultz' synthesis curve and a study involving several types of sources,

carried out in Hamburg.

For the relations between nonspecific annoyance and Ln*(24h), Lr. or Lun correlation coefficients

arc presented in triples. with at the first place the coefficient for Lo*(24h), etc.

4.1 Aircraft

The results for aircraft are based on the EC study with 1758 respondents, carried out in the vicinity

of Paris-Orly, Glasgow Airport and Amsterdam-Schiphol (see section A.1).

In figure 4.1 the piecewise linear (r = .53 .56 .54) as well as linear (r = .53 .54 .53) relations

between annoyance scores and each of the overall noise measures are shown (N = 1756). The

correlation coefficients are very high. For the simple linear relations they are about the same for the

three exposure measures. The simple linear relation can be used to describe the relation, without

significant loss of accuracy.

It should be noted that the highest and lowest annoyance that can be attained are not 0 and 100, but

9 and 9l (see section A.1.2). The actual minimum and maximum depend on the annoyance

categories used in the studies involved and are in general around 10 respectively 90.

Figure 4.2 shows that the percentage highly annoyed vanishes at 45 50 45 dB(A). But at higher

levels it increases rapidly. At 70 75 72 dB(A), the upper end of the range, it approaches lOVo.

Moreover, at that level the entire population is at least moderately annoyed, i.e. A* approximates

lOOVo.ln fact, at that point even A* comes close to lOAVo.

Figure 4.2 contains cues that the scoring procedure for category boundaries (and midpoints) is

indeed correct.

23
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Fllure 4.1 Annofance soom as a piarwbe linear and linear functirn ol the overall exposwe level.
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Figure 4.3 Oplimal score ol annoyance cdegqies versns lhe a prixi sore (A.lanr, B.len pdr[ annoyance scalo).
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The curves for A2s, Aro and A2 ate based on responses to two questions, one with four and the

other with ten response altematives. The other curves are based only on the latrer question. If
persons did not respond consistently or the scoring of the category boundaries was wrong, this

could lead to deviations from the expected ordering of the curves with ,4,16 at the bottom, A* next,

etc. and finally A,o at the top. Apart from reversals of entire curves, crossing could occur.

That none of this happens supports the idea that (persons respond consistently and) the scoring of
the category boundaries is conect.

Figure 4.3 is directly pertaining to the question just raised. With a method known as correspon-

dence analysis (Greenacre, 1984) or optimal scaling (Gifi, 1990), the relation between the two

annoyance questions is analyzed.

This method finds the category scores for either of both questions which maximize their correla-

tion. Since the maximal correlation is equal to .86, it can be concluded that persons responded

consistendy. The optimal scores that produce this maximal correlation are shown for both questions

in figure 4.3. Thus, if the questions are scored in this optimal way, then each person has as much

as possible, in a statistical sense, the same score on both questions. That is, one annoyance level is

scored in the same way for both questions. Most importantly, the figure shows that these optimal

scores are a linear transformation of our a priori scores. Moreover, the optimal scores are nearly

equal to the a priori scores. This strongly supports the a priori scoring procedure.

Cuwes for specific annoyance are shown in figure 4.4 (N = l7S5 - 175g).
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fiye 4.1 Spetilh anmyane €coro as a pbcerr[re lnsar funaion ol Lo. lor ttn day or nigtt[.
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The correlation for communication is r = .50, for sleep r = .2g, for startle r = .2g and for vibration

r = -44. It appears that communication distrrbance and vibration play a grcater role than startle.

There is some indication that at high night rcspectively day levels the increase of sleep disturbance

respectively vibration accelerates.

42 Rail traflic

The results for railway traffic are based on four studies with 4573 rcspondents. Three werc carried

out at locations all over Great-Britain (trains), the Netherlands (trains) respectively (West-)Germany

(mostly trains, two locations with trams). One is a study in three cities in the Netherlands (trams)

(see section A.2 - A.5).

It was found that there is no distinction between tonal and nontonal situations for trains with
respect to the relation between annoyance scores and the overall noise measures. Furthermorc, the

relation for tram locations without tonality or impulses, which were mostly locations with straight

tracks, could not be distinguished frrom that for trains. Therefore all train locations and tram

locations without tonality or impulses are analyzed together. ln figure 4.5 the piecewise linear
(r = .39 .40 .40) as well as linear (r = .38 .39 .39) response functions are shown (N = 4099). The

correlation coefficients are lower than for aircraft. They are about the same for the three exposurc

measures. The simple linear relation can be used to describe the relation.

If a threshold exiss such that below it there is no annoyance and above it annoyance increases

linearly, then a single straight line, fitred with cases below the threshold, would have a too small
gradient above that threshold. As can be seen in figurc 4.5, for railways very low exposure levels

are included. Moreover, tlecause four or five annoyance categories were used in the snldies

involved (see section A.R.2), the lowest annoy:lnce scores that can be attained are 10 - 13. But the

straight lines extend to lower annoyance values. Therefore the straight lines in this figure may

involve this type of distortion.

The distortion should be less or possibly eliminated in figure 4.6. There the linear rcsponse

ftmctions (r = .38 .39 .39) for cases with Lo*(24h) > lS dB(A) are shown (N = 4e,f{). Due to the

relatively few cases which are dropped there is not much difference of the latter lines with the

previous straight lines.

Figure 4.7 shows that trams which produced impulse or tonal sounds cause morc annoyance. The

linear relation from figure 4.6 is shown again, together with the two piecewise linear functions
(r = .17 -17 .16\ for trams with special sound characteristics (N = 305). For these sounds the

).,
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annoyance is poorly related to the overall noise measures. The correlation coefficients mentioned

describe the overall fit for the two lines.

In the remainder of this section we concentrate on tnfns and trarns without impulse or tonal

components, for which annoyance curves are shown in figure 4.5-

In addition to the overall noise exposure, measured by L^*(2ah), L.- or L*, the difference between

the most ard least exposed side of the house influences annoyance. For both Netherlands' shrdies

(a train and the trarn study) the differcrrce between most and least exposed side could be assigned

to one of the classes < 5, 5 - 15, > 15 dB(A). It was found that distinguishing the two lower classes

had no effect. Therefore they were combined.

Figure 4.8 (r = .30) shows that having a quiet side can reduce annoyance (N = 1065). The effect

appears to increase when L* increases. When the difference between sides of the house is

disregarded, then r = .28.

when pauses are also taken into account and the two categories for difference between sides are

crossed with three pause categories, the conelation increases to .36. However, because we could not

confirm the effect of pause with the entire railway data set (for cases without tonality or impulse)

(N = 4099), no figures are shown.

In the case of railway noise, prevalence of pauses is directly related to the number of passages. It

may, however, be necessary o differentiate Etween types of passages. Fields and Walker (1980)

showed that the percentage of freight versus piusenger trains and diesel versus overhead electrified

(versus ttrird raiD has an effect on annoyance, additional to that of the overall noise level LA.q(24h).

28
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Figure 4.5 Annoyame score as a fietpwbe linear and linear lundion ol lhe overall exposure level, all cas€s.
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figure 4.7 Annoyane scors as a lundkm ol lhe overall exposttre lev€|. The straight lirns lrom l[ure 4.6 are reproduced. ln addlim

the curues lor tram nois€ wilh inpulses (highet) and wilh lonal coflPoll€llts (mkJdle) are shown.
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figure 4.9 Ditletently d€temined percentag€s annoyed as a lundion ol the overall expcure level (beginning wlh the h[hesl curve:
Azn &a = % at lsast moderately annoyed, Aas A5o - % annoyed, A* Sr. % highly annoyed, Arj.
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In figure 4.9 the percentage curves arc shown. Because for the large, British and German studies

we had no information about the difference between sides of tIrc house. this factor is taken ino

account in figure 4.9. The previous analysis, however, showed that the percentage curves would be

sensitive to this difference.

It may be noted that the percentage higtrly annoyed in figure 4.9 tt high exposure levels does not

exceed 2O Vo and thus does not come close to the 50 7o and more found for aircraft noise at high

exposurc levels.

Figure 4.9 contains indications that the scoring procedure for category boundaries (and midpoints)

is indeed correct. The curves are based on a question with five categories (the German and both

Netherlands' studies) and a question with four categories (British study). The cumulative percen-

tages for the five categories were interpolated to obtain the percentages at our standard cut off
points 20 28 40 50 60 72 and 80. This was also done for the answers obtained with four categories,

but since we did not extrapolate, this gave only percentages for the sandard cut off poins 28 40 50

60 72 and not for 20 and 80. Then for each standard cut off point the weighted average was

determined for the result with the five and four category questions, weights being equal to the

number of cases on which a percentage is based. Because of this weighting, different studies, and

hence different category systems. have a different influence on the final percentages. Especially, the
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Fgne 1.10$lic annoyance score as a pietwise Inear funclion ol L^.n lor tr &y or nigttil.
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Azo and A* curves are determined entirely by questions with five rcsponse categories.

If persons did not respond in the same way in different studies or the scoring of the category

boundaries was wrong, this could lead the deviations of the ordering of the curves with A* at the

bottom, A2 next, etc. and, finally, A20 at the top. Apart ftom reversals of entirc curves crossing

could occur.

That there are no crossings or reversals of curves supports the idea that (persons respond in the

same way in different studies and) the scoring of category boundaries is correct.

Curves for specific annoyance are shown in figure 4.10. The con€lation for communication is r =
.37,forsleepr=.22,forstartler=.lSandforvibrationr=.29(N=4132).Presumably,the

prediction of especially vibration would be considerably improved when the type of rail traffic was

taken into account.

4.3 Road traffic

The results for road Eaffic are based on an EC surdy carried out near Amsterdam, Glasgow and

Paris, a (West-)German study with locations over the whole country and three studies in the

Netherlands, one at two locations near highways, one in the three largest cities (Amsterdam,

Rotterdam, The Hague) and one in a middle large city (Amhem) (see section A.6 - A.l0).

In figure 4.11 the piecewise.linear (r = .46 .46 .46) as well as linear (r = .45 .45 .45) response

functions are shown (N = 5144). The correlation coefficient describes the overall fit of the two

lines. At higher levels highways cause more annoyance than other road traffic. Indications that this

difference extends in fact to lower levels than suggested by the figure are discussed in the sequel of

this section. The correlation coefficients are the same for the three exposure measures. The simple

linear relation can be used to describe the relations.

In figure 4.12 the linear response functions (r = .45 .45 .46) obtained after deletion of a number of

cases with L"- ( 55 dB(A) is shown (N = 4782). The exact criterion for deletion and the reason for

it are explicated in the sequel of this section.

In addition to the overall noise exposure, measured by Lo*(24h), L.* or L* at the most exposed

side, the presence of a relatively quiet side influences annoyance. But before studying the effect of

differences between sides, we first looked at the influence of pauses. For three studies the

percentage of quiet minutes was known: the highway study (no pauses at all), and the German and

Amhem studies.

33
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At fiNt the hypothesis was that the differcnce between highway and other traffic could be explained

by the differcnce in quiet moments. This is still possible, but within other road traffic we could not

find a clear effect ofpauses .

We did not take inO account the distinction between (heavy) lonies and oighter) cars. It is

comparable to the distinction between (heavy) fteight trains versus (lighter) passengers (or post)

trains for railway noise. Langdon (1976) has shown thal at a given overall noise level. road traffic

causes more annoyance when the percentage of heavy traffic is higher. For road traffic with a given

overall noise level, the percentage of minutes without heavy traffic may be a morc important factor

than the percentage of quiet minutes.

A factor which was found for railway to influence annoyance is the difference between the most

and least exposed side of the house. For three Nethertands' studies (highway' three big cities,

Amhem) the difference between most and least exposed side was assigned to one of the classes <

5, 5 - 15, > 15 dB(A). It was found that the difference between the two lower classes had no effect.

Therefore they were combined. Figurc 4.13 (r = .42\ shows an beneficial effect of a quiet side,

which increases when Lun increases. Without taking difference b,etween sides of the house into

account, r = .40.

In figure 4.14 the percentage curves are shown, separately for highway and other road traffic. For

highways the percentage higtrly annoyed increases more rapidly than for other traffic. It is

interesting to note that there is much less difference in the percentage of at least moderately

annoyed than in the percentages annoyed or highly annoyed. Hence, the difference between the

lines in figure 4.12 is not due to a difference in moderate annoyance but to a difference in the

prevalence of more intense annoyance.

Figure 4.14 contains cues that the scoring procedure for category boundaries is indeed correct. The

curves are based on a question with five categories (the German and three Netherlands' studies) and

a combination of two questions with four and ten categories (EC study).

The cumulative percentages obtained with the five categories were interpolated to get the percen-

tages at our standard cut off poins 20 28 40 50 ffi 72 and 80. This was also done for the answers

obtained with four and ten categories in a way described in section A.1.2, giving percentages for all

standard cut off points l0 20 28 q 50 60 72 80 90. Then for each standard cut off point the

weighted average was determined for the results obtained with the five and the four/ten category

questions, weights being equal to the number of cases on which a percentage is based. This implies

that curves are determined to a different extent by differcnt studies and hence by different category

systems, depending on the number of respondents on which a percentage is based. Especially, the

A,o and Aro cuwes are determined entirely by answers obtained with (four/)ten response categories.

34
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Figure 4.ll Annoyarrce scors .$ a flecewise linear and linear lurclkm ol ltre overall exposur€ level. The upper lines ae lor highways,
lhe lowff lor other road tnffic.
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Figwe 1.13 Annoyarrce score as linear lunction ol l.n, onfofling lor the dillerence b€tw€€o the mod and leat expoeed sUe ol lhe

dwelirq. Ttre raper pai ol lines are lor higtnrap, lhe low€r pair h o0rer road trarfic. Th€ solkl line b lor diflerences < 15,

lhe dottod lor diflerencso > 15 dB(A).

Boad traflic
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If persons did not respond in the silme way in different studies or the scoring of the category

boundaries was wrong, this could lead to deviations of the ordering of the curves with Aeg at the

bottom, AEo next, etc. and finalty A,o at the top. Apart from reversals of entire curves crossing

could occur. With one exception there arc no crossings or reversals of curves. This supporB the

idea that (with one exception persons respond in the same way in different studies and) the scoring

of category boundaries is correct.

But the exception deserves some attention. It may be noticed that, in addition to the crossing of the

A,o and Aro curve somewhat below 50 55 53 dB(A), the Azo and A2r curves become flat below

these levels and the distance of the latrer curve from the A* cuwe becomes rather large. This

crossing combined with the unusual flattening and gap with the adjacent curve sugges8 that the

prevalence of moderate annoyance below 50 55 53 dB(A) is unusually high in the five category

studies. We therefore believe that the straight lines for non highway traffic in figure 4.12, obtained

after deletion of those cases from the studies with five categories for which L.- S 55 dB(A), give a

more generally applicable result than the similar curves obtained without this deletion.
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Figure 4.14 Difftetently determined percentag€s annoyed as a funclion ol the ovenll €xpcurs level (beginning wilh the highest arrve):
(A,J, A- Aze = % al least moderdely annoyed, A* Aro . % annoyed, Ao &z - % highly annoyed, A, ,(&d). The ryper
row b lor highways, lhe bwer lor other road tntlic.
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figure 4.15 Oplimal score ol annoyanoe cdegoies vesus lh€ a prirxi score (A-lor, 8.ten point annoyance scale).

Rod lnlfic
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Figure 4.15 is directly pertaining to the question about the conectness of the a priori scoring. It is

based on the four and ten category questions, which were contained in the EC study. With

corespondence analysis for both questions the category scorcs were determined which maximize

their conelation (see for further explanation section 4.1). The maximal conelation is .79. From this

conelation and the figure it can be concluded that most persons responded consistently. The

optimal scores that lead to this maximal correlation arc shown for both questions in figure 4.15.

The overall pattem in that figure is that these optimal scores are a linear transformation of our a

priori scores and, moreover, are nearly equal to the a priori scores. There are some deviations at the

exfiemes, especially at the higher end. Detailed inspection of cross tabulations showed that this

inegularity is for a large part due to several persons who choose opposite categories: the highest

annoyance in case of ten categories the lowest in case of four categories. Since the general pattem

is as would be expected and the inegularity is not a consequence of the scoring procedure, the

result strongly supports the a priori scoring procedure.

Curves for specific annoyance are shown in figure 4.16. The only studies with specific annoyance

questions for road traffic are the highway study and the German study, so that the results are based

on these two studies.
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Figure 4.16 Spedb annoyancs Boors as a piaocwile In€af function ol t* lor ttr day or mghl. Upper arru* are for highvays, fts
lorer tor ollrer rod tralfic.
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The correlation for communication is r = .49, for sleep t = .4, for startle r = .43 and for vibration

r = .51 (N = 2458). The preak in the curves for non highway faffic is due to ttrc reactions at the

German village Strasskirchen, where many heavy vehicles passed at short distarpe from the houses.

To be specific, there are 12.000 passagesp4h, with 25% heavy traffic, at an average disance of 13

m frrom the house fronts with an average speed of 50 - 60 krn/tr- Prcsumably, the prediction would

be considerably improved when the type of vehicle was talcen into accounL It appears Unt a[ four

types of specific annoyance play a role in noise annoyance from road traffic.

Stationary sources

The results for stationary sources are based on an EC study on impulse noise carried in France,

(West-)Cermany, Ireland and the Netherlands and another study, encompassing impulse as well as

othernoise sources, inthe Netherlands (see section A.1l and A.12). The results for impulse sources

are presented first, thereafter those for shunting yards and for industries (without impulse noise).

It is well known that at a given overall sound level impulse noise is more annoying than transporta-

tion noise. In figure 4.17 the piecewise linear (r = .47 .47 .47) as well a convex piecewise linear

(r = .46 .47 .47) response functions are shown (N = 1390). Although the convex function consists

of five linear pieces the best convex fit is obtained by joining them as shown into two larger linear

pieces.

Three comments can be made about the convexity. Firstly, if a relation above some annoyance

threshold is linear but also levels much below that threshold arc included, a convex function

consisting of two linear pieces is to be expected. Secondly, there are a number of cases with very

low exposure levels (5 - l0 dB(A)). Presumably, these are the cases for which it was hard to obtain

clear noise measurements. For cases with low exposures true exposures may have been l0 to 20

dB(A) higher than the assigned values. Using true values would take away deviation from linearity.

Thirdly, more than minimal annoyance at the very low levels is mostly found at a single location,

Churchtown in lreland. The noise there comes from a dairy. Impulses were due to loading and

unloading. The noise source was atypical in two respects: noise was produced 24 hours by e.g.

chillers and the impulse noise caused by the loading and unloading of crates with milk bottles

commenced as early as 4 - 5 a.m.. None of the other sources was operating continuously or had a

peak in the activities causing impulse during the night period.

40
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Ftgure 4.17 Annoyarm scorc ar a pierwbe linet and linear futdion ol lhe ovsrall expcure level.
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figure 4.19 Annoyame as dec$yb€ llrear lunaion ol lhe orremll erposure level. The dotled lhe consisls ol ftrc, lhe solitl ol lm
pi€c6.

Stalbnary: lmpuhe
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Figure 4.21 Oplimal score ol annoyarrce calegoies vesus ihe a prirxi score (A.lanr, B.len point annoyance scale).

Stalionary : lmprbe + Shunting
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Apparently, the features of the dairy just mentioned cause annoyance even at very low levels, as

can be seen in figure 4.18 (r = .48). In order to eliminate these typical features, the dairy is

excluded from the further analyses.

The piecewise linear (r = .50 .50 .50) as well as a function consisting of two linear pieces (r = .48

.47 .48) obtained after deletion of the dairy data arc shown in figure 4.19 (N = 1285). The knots at

25 30 28 dB(A) for the latter functions are the highest levels which give a approximately horizontal

first linear piece in the function. The nearly constant annoyance at these low levels is only slighfly

higher than 9, which is the minimal level that can be attained. The apparent discrepancy between

the functions with five and two linear pieces around the single knot in the lafter is not very signifi-

cant since there are few cases in that interval

In figure 4.20 fhe percentage curves are shown. The percentage highly annoyed vanishes only at

levels where the impulse source will hardly be heard. At higher levels the increment in the

percentage highly annoyed becomes very steep.
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figwe 4"2 Specilb annoyarrce as a pie€wbe linear function ol L^. tor tre day.
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figwe 424 Average spedfc anooyanco scorc versrs L- lu the day or n[ht (EF,G,MN,X . induslryl Y - shunlirE yard).
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Figure 4.21 is directly pertaining to the question about the conectness of the a priori scoring (N =

1458). It is based on the four and ten category question ftom the EC study (including also the cases

near shunting yards).

With correspondence analysis for both questions the carcgory scorcs are found which maximize

their conelation (see for further explanation section 4.1). The maximal correlation equals .94. From

this correlation and the figure it can be concluded that most persons responded consistently.

The optimal scores that lead to this maximal conelation are strcwn for both questions in figurc

4.21.T}lre optimal scores are a linear transformation of our a priori scorcs and, moreover, are nearly

equal to the a priori scores. This zupports the a priori scoring procedure.

Curves for specific annoyance are shown in figure 4.22. T}lle variation in the night level was too

small to determine a relation with steep disturbance. The correlation for communication is r = .34,

for startle r = .28 and for vibration r = .32.

The annoyance curves for shunting yards and industry (without impulse sound) are shown in figure

4.23. For each location the average annoyance score is determined. The curyes are obtained by

interpolation. l.ocations with exceptionally low or high annoyance arc not connected by the curye.

Points E and F correspond to locations wherc concrete elements are made, G to a concrete mortar

mill for which the sound is classified as tonal and points M and N to a food industry and a small

chemical plant.

For industrial sources the relation of annoyance with the exposure level characterized by Lo*(24h),

L.* and L* is rather poor. None of the factors tonality, pauses or, as can be seen from the figure

4.23, night time penalty added significantly to the explanation of the annoyance.

For specific annoyance the average scores per location are shown in figure 4.24.

4.5 Comparison of relations for different types of sources

For transportation noise sources we have found that annoyance is linearly related to LA"q(24h)' L.n,

as well s Lan. The piecewise linear function hardly gave a better correlation. Since these piecewise

linear function have considerable flexibility to follow the variations in the data, it is not to be

expected that other functions will improve the their fit and thus the fit of the simple linear function.

The linear relations are shown in figure 4.25 (overall r = .50 .50 .50).

46
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Figure 4.25 Annoyance scor€ as a linea funclion ol the overall exposure level, wilh lre€ inlaofls (rpper row) or lorced thra4h zero a
a oommon poinl (botlom row). The lines ae lrom ltre highest lo the low€st, lor aircraft, highway, other road trallic and
niways.
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When necessary to cover the common domain fuom 35 N 37 to 80 80 80 dB(A), the lines arc

extrapolated beyond the range where data points werc available. The lines converge at lower levels,

suggesting that there the difference between the sources becomes less important. Wittt the exception

of railway noise, the lines reach zero ailnyance at nearly the same point. The line for railway

noise may be a bit flattened by some British locatiors with extrcmely high exposures which did not

seem to disturb the respondents much. In any case, although therc is no compelling reason why the

lines should reach zero annoyance at emctly the same point, there appears to be no good reason

why the lines should cross just above zero, in the way they do. When all lines are forced to be zero

at 35 40 37, the result is as shown in figure 4.25 (overall r = .49 .50 .50). This set of lines is

preferred because the number of parameters for describing the four relations is reduced from eight

(4 intercepts, 4 slopes) to five (1 intercept, 4 slopes) at hardly any cost in terms of correlation. The

equations for the lines are given in table 4.1.

TaHe 4.1 Equalions lu annoyarce score as lundion ol lhe overall expo$rre level. Plots are shown in ligure 4.25

48

annoyancs

score: AS=

aircraft

2.02(L^e -35)

2.05(L-, -40)

2.05(k -34

highway

1.85(L^{ -35)

1.90(Ld" -40)

1.79(t d,, -34

other rcad

1.58(L^{ -35)

1.57(L-" -40)

1.s1(L -34

ralway

1.40(L^"q -35)

1.29(L- -40)

1.2e(Ld'' -34

implse

1.30(L^.q -15)

1.32(L-" -20)

1.30(L, -1s)

In figurc 4.26 the curves for stationary sources are plotted in combination with the straight lines for

transportation noises. It is clear that, at least up to 60 65 65 dB(A), impulse noise is more annoying

than any transportation noise. Around L.* = 50 dB(A) the difference with the equally annoying

level for other road traffic is about 15 dB(A). At lower levels the difference is somewhat larger, at

higher levels somewhat smaller. For the difference between equa[y annoying levels of impulse

noise and other road traffic noise, 15 dB(A) is a reasonable approximation by a single value.

It is more difficult to give a concise statement about annoyance from (non-impulse) industrial

sources and shunting yards relative to the annoy:urce from transportation noises. The relative

position of the industrial curve depends on the exposure measurc used, as can be seen in figure

4.26. With LA"q(24h) industrial noise is more annoying than any tftmsportation noise at equal level.

With the other measures the industrial curve crosses the lines for aircraft and highway noise.
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Fgwe 4-26 Anmyane s)ile as a lundkm ol tre owal expcure level. The slraigh line are he same as h he bdlom mv ol fiWs
4.25. The other orws are, lrom the highesl to lhe loffil lor impube Eotros, (non-impube) indusldal sourm and
shunliq yads.
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Figure 4.27 shows the percentage highly annoyed, annoyed, and (at least) moderately annoyed (A72,

Aso and A4) as a function of Lo"r(24h), L.,, respectively Lo". High annoyance can be described with

a quadratic power function. For the percentage annoyed a linear term is needed in addition. For

moderate annoyance only the linear term is needed. The equations for the curves are given in table

4.2.
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Figwe 427 Perentago highly annoyed (first row), annoyed (sscond rov) and d leasl moderalely annoyed (thid row) as lundiofl ol the

overall exposure level (A'aircrall, H"highway, O-other road lralfic, B.rajt*ay, l.inpubs sourcee).
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Table 4.2 Equaliorc lu percentage annoyed (A,r, A", SJ as lunclion ol lhe overall exposure level.

Plols ae sho{n h figure 4.25

% highly annoyed: Sr-

7o annoyed: Ar-

aircnll

.0671(L^. {oF

.0678(L-. -45F

.0684(Ln -42F

.0475(L^q -35F

+ .73 (Ln* -35)

.osa(L -4oF

+ .61 (L- ''O)
.0447(k -3a'l
+ .85 (1" -37)

highway

.o6m(L^- -4oF

.0612(L-4sF
.0547(Ln -42F

.0208(L^q -35F

+ 1.33 (1"- -35)

.0132(L-40F
+ 1.61 (l-" -a0)

.0203(1d".34'z

+ 124 (1", -37)

2.02 (L^{ -30)

2.07 (L" -3s)

1.96 (1.d" -32)

other road

,0346(L^- -40F

.0340(L.45F
.0323(1d,, -42F

.028(L^q -35)'a

+ .75 (L^- -35)

.ol7e(L-4oF
+ .88 (1." -40)

,0143 (k, €l'z
+ .63 (L* -37)

1.93 (L^{ -30)

1.e2 (L" -3s)

1.87 (k -32)

ralway

.0257(L^- -4oF

.olse(L-4sF

.oao(Lil' -42F

.0167(L^q -35F

+ .76 (L^. -35)

.or7e(L-4oF
+ .sa (L."-a0)
.01s3(l.d" -34'z

+ .49 (\. -37)

1.75 (L^q-30)

1.60 (1.."-35)

1.59 (1.d"-32)

2.39 (L^.q -30)

% moderalely annoyed: Arr= 2.40 (Lh -35)

2.43 (tn" -32)

Several points can be noted about the differences between sources. The first point is that the

magnitude of the difference between types of sources depends on the exposure measurc used.

Differences :re smrllest with Lo*(24h), larger with Ld,, and largest with L.-. A similar point holds

for the annoyance scorc lines in figure 4.25. A second point is that the magnitude of the difference

also depends on whether one looks at the percentage higtrly annoyed, annoyed, or at least moder-

ately annoyed. Between aircraft and highway noise there is a difference in moderate annoyance. not

in high annoyance. For highway and other road traffic the converse holds: there is a difference in

high annoyance but not in moderate annoyance.

Comparison of the relations with the German multiple sources study (1976) and with

the Schultz curve

In this section we compare our results with those from the German multiple source study, canied

out in Hamburg (Finke et al., 1980), and with the synthesis curve determined by Schultz (1978).

The German study is especially interesting because it encompassed most of the sources we dealt

with.

The Schultz curve is interesting because it was proposed as a summary of a vast amount of data,

not included in this compilation. The question whether it is adequate or not stirred intense

discussions.

4.6
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In figure 4.28 curves for transportation, impulse ard (rrcn-impulse) industrial sources are stpwn

together with the Hamburg data. The rcsults for highway and other road traffic are in good

agreement" although of course there is some scaffer of the points ftom Hamburg arourd our lines.

For aircraft there are three Hamburg locations, all with flighB only between 6 and 22h, mostly

landings. One point is a little above our line, the rwo others are below iL

Therc are four locations for railway. At the two with the lowest levels the noise comes from

elevated 'subways', at the two with the highest levels there are botfi trains and trams. The points

are at or above our lirrcs for railway noise. It may be noted that at both locations with trains there

arc 600 - 700 train passagesp4h with as much as 45% freight trains. As suggested before, this may

explain the relatively high annoyance.

Overall we consider the agreement for the transportation noises to be satisfying.

For two reasons we have special interest in the comparison of resuls for stationary sources. One

rg:6on is that our results for industrial sources are based on few cases compared to the results for

transportation noises. Moreover, we excluded five outliers, three with high and two with low

annoyance, before obtaining the curve by interpolation. The second rcason is that the curve for

industrial sources has no simple relation to that of transportation sources. Especially deviant is the

high annoyance at low levels.

For these rcasons the fact that the Hamburg results arc in reasonable agreement with it, contributes

substantially to the confidence that the curves exhibit real trends. If anything is different, then in

Hamburg somewhat higher annoyance was found at equal levels.

SchulE curve is shown with our curves for the percentage highly annoyed as function of Loo in

figure 4.29. T\e Schultz curve almost coincides with our curve for otlrer road traffic. When we had

combined rail and non-highway road traffic, we had found a curve for ground transportation below

the Schultz curve and a curve for aircraft above it. Differences :ue especially found at high

exposure levels. This constitutes evidence in favour of Kryter's position that different curves are

needed for aircraft and ground transportation noise. On the other hand, the curves for aircraft and

highway noise are similar.

Thus, our results indicate that distinctions are required, in addition to that between aircraft and

ground transportation made by Kryter. Moreover, Schultz' hypothesis that other than transportation

noise is also covered by his single curve is very unlikely. Figure 4.28 showed that especially at low

levels stationary sources cause more annoyance than transportation sources.
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Fgure 128 Annoyance soore as fundion ol tre overallexpGure lewL The cuvs are a h fBure 4.26, wih ombsion ol struntiry yad.
Ths poittb are lrom lhe lhmburg study (A- aircrall, H.hltrvray, O.olhe load lrarfic, S.dadonary sources).
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5. DISCUS$ON AND CONCLUSIONS

Results for noise from transportation and sEtionary sources are discussed separately. Subsequently,

it is suggested how these results can be used in a procedure for the determination of the environ-

mental quality. Finally, recommendations for further research are fomtulated.

Transportation noise

For transportation noise sources curves with simple equations were found to give good descriptions

of the relation between the annoyance score or percentage annoyed on the one hand, and LA.q(24h),

L"* or Lon on the other. These curves and the corresponding equations can be found in section 4.5.

At equal exposure levels aircraft. highway, other road traffic and railway noise are not equally

aruroying. Especially at higher levels and especially when L.- is used, annoyance decreases in the

order in which the sources are mentioned.

Application of time of day penalties did not reduce, but tended to enlarge differcnces between tlpes

of sources. Therefore curves were determined per qrpe of source. Then no clear superiority of one

of the three exposure measures over the others was found. This does, however, not imply that there

are no reasons to use a measure with a time of day penalty. The lack of superiority of penalized

measures in the present analyses may be due to the high conelations, for a single type of source,

between the levets for different day periods. Analyses directed specifically at tltis issue are needed

to reach a conclusion about the desirability of time of day penalties.

No clear effect of tonality or pause on annoyance is found when the effect of Lo*(24h), Lo, or L*

has been taken into account. Tramway situations classified as tonal were found to be more annoy-

ing, but for trains this was not found. The present lack of a clear effect of tonality does not change

that tonal sounds can be very annoying. What it does show is that it is hard to identify when

exactly tonality does contribute significantly to annoyance.

There is a beneficial influence of the presence of a relatively quiet side of the house. It appears that

a considerable difference P 15 dB(A)) is needed for this effect to occur. The effect is found for all

sources for which the required data were available (highway, other road traffic and railway). It is

stronger when the exposure is higher. This result increases the likelihood of Kryter's hypothesis

that aircraft noise is, in general, more annoying than ground transportation noise because, among

other things, often all sides of a dwelling are exposed to it. It would be interesting to see whether

the effect can also be found with comparisons of different aircraft noise conditions.
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The result with respect to the beneficial effect of a quiet side can be used for the physical planning

in neighboufioods exposed to considerable grourd traffic noise. Attention has to be paid to the

rea.son why people are less aruroyed when their homes have a relatively quiet side. This is

probably because they have some quiet sleeping roorls, have a garden or balcony which is less

noisy and they can open windows for ventilation without too much noise intruding into the house.

It is of course not just the quiet side, but such facilities or oppornrnities at a quiet side which are

beneficial.

Although the availability of a quiet side may explain some of the differences between sources, there

are other factors. This is evident ftom the results for highway and other road traffic. Wittlin

subgroups of persons, all having or not having a quiet side, there was still a difference between

these kinds of traffic.

One factor that is not taken into account in the present analyses, but is known to have an effect on

annoyance. is the percentage of heavy vehicles (freight trains in case of railways and lorries in case

of road traffic). At the same Lo*(24h) annoyance is higher when the percentage of heavy vehicles

is higher. It may be that this factor contributes to the differences found between ground transporta-

tion noise sources. The effect of a higher percentage of heavy vehicles on annoyance may be due to

higher peak levels, more night operations and to more low frequency sound and more vibration.

With respect to the latter possibilities it may be noted that the A-weighted levels underestimate the

loudness of low frequency sounds such as from heavy vehicles relative to the loudness of sounds

from lighter vehicles.

At present there is still no adequate explanation for the differences between transportation sources.

Knowledge about the causes of the differences would help to find the most applicable response

function for individual situations. 8.g., there is a smooth transition between highway traffic and

other road traffic. With respect to annoyance some other road traffic situations may actually be

more similar to highway traffic. There are atypical situations with sources that may be more similar

to another type of source in aspects relevant for annoyance.

Noise from stationary sources

For stationary sources we distinguished between impulse sources, (non-impulse) industrial sources

and shunting yards.

For impulse noise with levels above 25 - 30 dB(A) the annoyance score is linearly rclated to

LA"q(24h), L"- and L*. The degree of annoyance caused by impulse sources with levels slightly

above 25 - 30 dB(A), is reached for transportation sources only at much higher levels. But with

increasing level the difference with the equally annoying level fuom aircraft decreases. The
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difference with non-highway road traffic noise is less variable and a single penalty of 15 dB(A) for

impulse noise may be used as a reasonable approximation at all levels.

Qualitatively the results for (non-impulse) indusuial sources exhibit a somewhat similar pattem,

although les pronounced. That is, at low levels these sources are more annoying than any type of

transportation source. But this extra annoyance disappears at higher levels. These differences with

transportation noise are smaller than for implse souroes. Furtlrcrmorc, for (non-impulse) industrial

sources the picture is less clear because of outliers to both sides. At three locations annoyance was

much greater and at two it was much less than the general trend.

The problem with stationary sources is that they constitute a far more heterogeneous group with

respect to frequency spectrum and time pattern than each of the transportation sources. Further-

more, for a single factory several types of noises, related to different aspects of the production

process, may cause annoyance.

Rise velocity (impulses or not) is an important factor to take into account for stationary sources:

impulse noise is morc annoying than (other) industrial noise. But neither time of day penalty,

tonality nor pause contributed to the prediction of the annoyance. The remarks made when

reporting similar negative results for transportation noise apply again

It is our feeling that much may be gained by a better distinction between impulses and other sound.

Detailed inspection showed that in the Netherlands stationary sources study respondents reported

sometimes impulse sounds for sources classified by the acoustician as non-impulse. For the npo

concrete element factories, which were not included in the curve for non-impulse industrial sources

because the annoyance was exceptionally high compared with other industries, half of the

respondents reported impulses or sounds with sudden onsets as bangs and pouring of concrete.

Another illustration is that at least forty percent of the respondents near the heavy industry

sublocation, with noise classified as continuous, heard bangs, metal on metal and shunting

activities. On the other hand, we mentioned that, e.g., in the EC impulse noise study chillers at a

dairy contributed to the overall level of a source considered to be impulsive.

These observations suggest that the determination of noise emission from a factory should start

with a systematic inventory of the noise sources and their operation times. Especially impulse

sources, such as loading and unloading of containers or crates, hammering, sorting of metal, etc.

should be separated from the rest, such as the noise from cranes carrying containers, ventilators,

traffic at the factory terrain, refinery installations, etc.. Flom measurement data for the separate

sources and their operation times nvo Lo* levels can be determined for each rclevant time period:
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one for impulse noise and one for other noise. These can be combined by a method described by

Miedema (1992b) for the evaluation of combined noise sources.

But also when one starts with an inventory of sounds which contribute to the Lo*, carefully

distinguishing impulse from non-impulse sources, incidental sounds which may contribute

significantly to the annoyance are probably not taken into aocount. E.g. at a large chemical

industry, included in the Netherlands stationary sources study, occasional rcstarting of the produai-

on p(rcess, e.g. after maintenance worh grves rise to flames at stacks which produce a loud roaring

sound. It would not be difficult to give a list of examples of irrcidental sounds at factories that

probably contribute to annoyance, although their influence on Ln* is negligible. we believe that

such sounds are partly responsible for the slow decrcase of the annoyance curve for impulse and

industrial sources when the overall sound level decreases.

Eyahtation of noise situations

The present results are incorporated in an evaluation, which consists of the following steps:

step l: Inventory of the sources contributing to the Ln* levels.

An inventory of the sources contributing to the Ln* levels is made. For each source the Lo* is

determined for the relevant periods, as 7 - 22 and22 - 7h for L*,, and7 - 19, 19 - 23 and23 - Th

for L.-. Sources to be distinguished are:

mobile large aircrall A

small airylanes: ?

pl fightea: ?

irlbpta: ?

highrays: H

other rcad: O

train: R

lram: R
melro: R

staionary

rail

waler: ?

airports: ?

indusfy

shooling ranges: I

recrealion: ?

etc.

impuls€ sourc€6: I

non-impube solces:?H?
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It has to be decided for each source which rcsponse function is most likely to grve a good

indication of the annoyance caused by that source. We indicated for each source which resporuie

function can be used (A = aircraft, H = highway, O = other road Eaffic, R = railways, I = impulse

noise; see table 5.1 and 5.2). A question mark means that the prcsent s[rdy does not give sufficient

information to determine the most appropriate response function.

For non-impulse irdustrial sources the response function for highway noise may be considered as

grving a lower bound. Because of acousticat similarities its use appears most appropriate for

continuous sources such as refineries, chemical plants, power plants, ventilation or refrigerating

installations. For fluctuating or intermittent sounces, e.g., other road traffic may be thought to be

more similar. However, the noise annoyance found in this ard the Hamburg study for intermiUent

and fluctuating stationary sources clearly exceeds that of other road traffic. Moreover, it is known

that intermittent road traffic noise, e.g. near traffic lights, is more annoying than noise from free-

flowing road traffic. Hence, the highway curve seems to provide a better approximation.

Similar reasoning and additional literature may be used to arrive at response functions for the

sources with a question mark. Additional research into the factors explaining the differences

between sources could reduce the uncertainty involved in this kind of reasoning.

S!gp-Z,: Inventory of the incidental or atypical features.

An inventory of the incidental or atypical features is made. Feafurcs are included if they contribute

significantly more to ttrc annoyance than would be expected on the basis of their contribution to the

LA.q(24h), L.- or L* of the source. The necessity of abatement directed at these sound featurcs

cannot be derived from these overall sound levels. There are many examples. Sometimes relatively

simple or cheap measures directed at such featurcs may give a relatively grcat annoyance reduction.

When the noise climate is only judged by the overall sound measures, these sources of nuisance

would be neglected.

Examples from industry are the roaring flame buming occasionally at a chemical plant, a steam

whistle which goes twice a day at a food industry or a telephone bell or signal for breaks at a

workplace adjusted to be heard also outside.

Examples for mobile sources are low altitude flying by jet fighters (high rise velocity at onset of

sound, see figure 2.1), small airplanes showing commercials (active especially at summer days

when people are outside or have windows open and therefore are more vulnerable to noise), joints

causing bumping sounds and curves causing squealing sounds from trams (see figure 4.7), mopeds

in road traffic (for decades high in the list of most annoying sources in the Netherlands, (De Jong

1988), points where road traffic accelerates e.g. at traffic lights (Langdon, 1976).
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The contribution of such sounds to annoyance probably is grcater than would be expected frrom

their contribution to the overall noise level. ln some cases these featurcs may be a reason for using

another response function for the source. For example, it could be ttrat for low flyurg jet fighten

the curve for impulse noise is more appropriate than a curve deterrrined near military jet fighter

bases.

step 3: Environmental noise quality rating per source.

To arrive at consistent ratings two elements are needed: I. A rating system for Ln*(24h), L* or L*
values from a single source e.g. non-highway road traffic; II. Translations of exposure levels from

other sources into the equally annoying LA"q(24h), L.* or L* levels of that source.

The following is a proposal for a rating system for L.- of non-highway road traffrc noise

immissions in residential areas. All boundaries are about 5 dB(A) lower when Lo*(24h) is used and

about 3 dB(A) lower for L*.

non{ighway
road traflic L- rating

59

<40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
>70

good

ralher good

r€asonabls

moderale

rather bad

bad

very bad

extremely bad

The motivation for this system is as follows. A situation is considered good up to the level where

annoyance starts (Ldxtr = 40 dB(A)). When one third is negatively affected in the sense that they

report at least moderate annoyance, ten percent is annoyed and some people are higtrly annoyed, we

do not longer call a sihration rather good or reasonable but start calling it moderate (L.n = 50

dB(A)). At the point where the majority of the population becomes at least moderately annoyed, a

quarter is annoyed and five to ten percent is higlrly annoyed we start calling a situation bad (L.n, =
60 dB(A)). When the large majority (two thirds) is negatively affected in the sense that they report

at least moderate annoyance, the majority is annoyed and a quarter is highly aruroyed we start

calling a situation extrcmely bad (L.* = 70 dB(A)).

For the translation of exposure levels from other sources into the equally annoying L^*t(24h), L6
or L* levels of road traffic the response functions refened to in step I can be used. The following
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rating system is implied by these response functions and the above rating system for other road

traffic:

60

rating

dh€r
road highway aircrafl

L
ralway impube

non{mp

indury

good

rather good

reasonable

moderde
rather bad

bad

very bad

exlremely bad

<40
4e45
4$50
5G55
5$60
6G6s
6S70
>70

<40
40.44

44-48

4+52
52-57

s7,61

61-6s
>65

<40
4+44
4+48
4&51
s1-55

5r59
s$63
>63

<40
1O'16

4&sa
52-58

s8-61

6+70
7Un
>n

<20 < 40

*fi 4+44
2&32 444
32-38 4&sa
38-14 52-gl
44-s0 57{1
5G56 6165
>56 >65

It should be noted that atypical featrrres as meant in step 2 are not taken into account in the above

rating procedure. For these features a separate apgoach is needed, complementary to the approach

directed at reducing overall exposure levels.

steo 4: Environmental noise quality rating for combined sources.

Often there is more than one noise source. Also, a single factory may sometimes tle better treated

as a combination of impulse and non-impulse sources. ln order to arrive at a rating of the overall

environmental noise quality, we need to translate a combination of exposure levels into e.g. the

road traffic exposure level which is equally aversive. This can be done with a method described by

Miedema (1992b). After the translation a quality rating can be obtained, by using the above rating

system for road traffic.

The metlrod is not only applicable to combinations of environmental noise sources but can also take

into account the effect of environmental odour sources. The response curves for environmental

odour are provided in Miedema (1992a).

An illustration of the application of the approach to residential surrounding of an industrial area in

Amhem, the Netherlands. with road traffic, railway and non-impulse industrial noise as well as

odour from chemical plants can be found in Miedema (1992b).
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Re searc h rec ommendation

The present study has demonstrated that a compilation of existing data can be useful to investigarc

the relations between effect measures and exposure measurcs for rpise. A prercquisite for a

compilation to be useful is that effect measures and exposure measures are defined in the same way

for the data from different shldies.

The following rccommendations are directed at extending the basis for response functions ard

increasing knowledge about the proper classification of sources. It is recommended to extend the

compilation in two ways:

- extending the compilation with data on the same variables that werc considered in this

study. Data from new projects can be added directly after they are finished. For some

projecs which are already closed there is some urgency because of the risk that data are

lost or become inaccessible;

- addition of data on some variables, such as percentage of heavy vehicles for ground

traffic.

Issues that require further analysis and therefore dircct the choice of the variables to be added to

the compilation are:

- the reliability and validity of annoyance reports. Here, some rezults were reported, which

indicated satisfying reliability and validity. But because there generally is a critical

atitude towards self reported effecs, it seems worthwhile to analyze some of the large

amount of data available for clarifying this issue.

- the factors that explain the differences between sources. There is a need for clarification

of this point, because it would clarify which response function is most appropriate for a

given source.

In this report results from a German sfudy, of which the research data are lost, were used for

comparison. The third recommendation is to compile results extracted from publications of such

studies:

- compilation of results from publications of studies, for which the original data are lost, in

such a way that the results can meaningfully be compared with results from analyses of

compiled original data.

One possibility would be to combine the points in a continuing project, which leads, say, every

third year to a revised and enlarged edition of the present report. Intemational cooperation via the

Intemational Commission on Biological Effects of Noise and the European Community could be

helpful to obtain data and to discuss the harmonization of consequences attached to evidence with

respect to effects of environmental noise.
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APPENDIX: STUDIES IN THE COMPILATION
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Each study is described in a separate section. Each section starts with a reference to ttE original

research reports. After some general remarks about the shrdy a more detailed account is given of

the relevant sourd and annoyance measures. Of special importance is the derivation of the common

measures which are used here in the analyses. To characterize noise exposures we use LA"q(24h),

L"6, L6,,, a classification as tonal or not, rise velocity, percentage of quiet minutes and the level

difference between most and least exposed side. For the calculation of Ln"r(24h), L* and L* we

had to know Lo*(7-19), L^*{19-22), L^*[22-23) and Ln*(23-7). For the annoyarrce we used

nonspecific annoyance, communication disturbance, sleep disturbance, startle and vibration of the

house.

A.1 European community aircraft study (1984)

ATKINSON &J, CRITCHLEY JB, DEVINE E. (1985) 'CEC Joint sudy ol community rEponso lo aircraft ncise, 1984: noiss msasuremenb near Ghsgow

Airport. DR ommunicalion 8506, Civil Avralion Authority, London

DIAMOND l, WALKER JG. (1986) CEC Joint r€search prgecl 'Community reacliorls lo aircraft ncise', Uniwaity of Southampton ISVR, Southampton.

DIAMOND l, Walker JG, Critchley JB, Richmond GC.(1986) 'CEC Joint study of communrty rcponse to aircraft noise 1S'l: main reprt', DR l8porl

8601, Univsrsity of Southampton ISVR, Southamplon.

PACHIAUDI G, TANGUY Y, BHUYERE JC, FRANCOIS J, VALLEr M.0985) 'Community reaclions to aircraft noiso' report AER 3.2/6, lnstilut d€

Recherche des Transport CERN, Bon. (except tille in French)

7t

The primary purpose was to study annoyance

ments were also carried out for road traffic

described in section A.8.

Due to exhaustion of funds the study has never been extensively described. The above mentioned

final integral report by Diamond and Walker consists only of five pages of text, plus some tables

and figures. Apart from that, there are for the British part more detailed final reports and for the

French part a final but incomplete noise measurement report, which are also mentioned above.

Fortunately we were able to obtain the complete dataset and additional information from

unpublished material and personal communication with researchers in each of the three countries

involved.

The study was carried out around Paris-Orly, Amsterdam-Schiphol and Glasgow(-Abbotsinch)

Airport. The French survey was carried out in June and July, the Netherlands' survey in October,

November and the first week of December. For the British survey we only lrrow that it commenced

at the end of May.

from aircraft But sound and annoyance measure-

noise. The road traffic aspects of the study are
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There were 1758 respondents. In each country locations werc selected with different high/low

combination for aircraft and road traffic noise. In France there were 7 locations with a total of 570

respondents, in the Netherlands 9 locations with 581 respondents and in Great Britain 3 locations

with 607 rcspondents.

A.1.1 Sourd measurcs

For a number of periods Lo* was determined by a combination of measurcments for different types

of aircraft - both during landing and take-off -, and detailed flight data from the airport. The

measuremens for Amsterdam-Schiphol were made away from any obstacle but may have included

some reflection from the ground. From the description of the microphone positions for Glasgow

airport the contribution of reflections is estimated to be less than 2.5 dB(A), but not known exactly.

For Paris-Orly no information on the possible inclusion of reflections in the measured aircraft

sound is available to us. At all locations measurements werc made at reference points only. The

British acoustic report contains information that deviations within a location go in both directions.

For Paris-Orly flight data for the three months period mid-June to mid-September were used, for

Amsterdam-Schiphol and Glasgow Airport the flight data for 28 days preceding the survey. From

these flight data and the measurement data, day period Lo*'s were calculated, taking together the

same periods of different days.

From the Lo*'s available in the dataset we calculated LA"q(7-9), L^q(19-22), L^q(22-23) and

L^*t(23-7).

The dataset also contained the (average) number of passages per day from which we calculated the

percentage of quiet minutes. For each passage one quiet minute was subtracted from the 1440

minutes in a day.

In the French acoustic report there was a remark that at one location (I-onjumeau) there wete 22

apartrnents with a 10 dB difference between front and rear facade. Since we were not able to

identify these respondents - and we had no relevant information for the other French locations - this

difference was coded as missing for the French rcspondens. In the Netherlands, and two of the

three British locations. all respondents lived directly under the flight paths. The difference therc

between most and least exposed facade was classified as < 5 dB(A). For the third British location

(Knightswood) it is set missing.

72
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TaHe A.1 Acorstic summary lu the European Community airaafr $udy (1984).

overall le\rel L.q(24h)
wilh lime ol day penalty L-
with time ol day penally l*,

lonality

dse vebcity
pause

quid sile

48 - 71 dB(A)

s3 - z dB(A)

48 - 72 dB(A)

?

< 10 dB,S

84'97 olo

< 5 dB(A) (? lu Frend and one Bdtbh locdion)

A.1.2 Annoyancemeasures

The questionnaires in the three countries had a common core. The questions used here belong to

this core. The introduction of the questionnaire did not focus on noise, but the questions used here

were preceded by a number of other questions on noise annoyance.

For nonspecific annoyance we used two questions (l9a and 24a n the French and British suryey,

26 and 63a in the Netherlands' suwey):

Taking all things into a@ounl, how mudr would you say the noise hom akcralt around here bothers or annoys you?

very much

moderalely

a little

not d all

upper category bounday

100

75

50

25

s@rg

87

63

37

13
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Jud lo make sure I have il all straight, how do you leel ovenll$out:

lhe noise kom aircralt

1. nd a[ all annoyed

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
o

10. very much annoyed

For the analysis the scores from both questions were averaged for each respondent. The percentages

annoyed were determined as follows. A10, A40, A60 and A90 were obtained from the second

question only. A28 by linear interpolation between A25 from the first and A30 from the second

question. Similarly, A72 by linear interpolation between A75 from the first and A70 from the

second question. Finally, A50 is determined by averaging the A50 values for both questions.

For specific annoyance we used parts of question 2l in the French and British survey and of

questions 38-41 in the Netherlands' survey:

Now I would like to ask you some fudher questions about aircralt noise. Again I wil concentrale lirstly on weekdays and then on
weekends lor each ilem (For each ilem below, ask)

a) Do the aircralt ever .................. on weekdap?
b) Do the aircraft ever .................. on weekends?

05

15

2s
35
45

55
q)
75

85

95

10

n
30

o
50

60

70

80
90

100

Slarlle you

(do ever) yes

no

(annoyane) very much

moderalely
a little
nol d all

87

63

37

13
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idem br'inledere wilh conversalion', 'prevefll you lrom sleepiry in ltre mirJdle ol lhe nigli', \vake yw p in ltn early moning' , 'mafts

the house vbrate or shake'and, h the Frffdr and Netheftnds'surey only, 'prevenl yot fom lallhg asleep in he evenip'.

The two or thrce 'sleep' questioned were combined by taking the maximum. The scores on

weekday and weekend questions (for the sleep questions the maxima) werc averaged for each

respondenL

L.2 British railway study (1975176)

FIELDS JM, & WALKER JG. (1980). Reactions to railway noise: a survey near railway lirm in Grel Brihin, University of Souhampbn ISVR, tschnid

repod 102, vol. I and ll, Southampton.

One purpose was to study the relation of different noise measures with annoyance. The survey was

conducted between mid-October 1975 and the end of January 1976 at 75 locations all over Grcat

Britain. There were 1453 respondents.

Criteria for the location selection were estimated railway peak levels of at least 65 dB(A), an

estimated number of passages per day of least 20 and a distance of at least 300 m from any

marshalling yard.

A.2.I Noise measures

Noise measurements combined with information about train passages were used to determine Ln.,

values. The sound measure did include reflections from a facade I m from the microphone. Based

on measurements of the effect of reflecting surfaces reported in Vol. II, Appendix ZC, we

subtracted 2.5 dB(A) from the levels in the database.

The available dataset contains LA"q(7-19), L^-{19-22) and Lor(22-7). Assuming litfle change in

operation schedules before 23 h, we set L^a{22-23) equal to Lo*(19-22). Consequently we set

L^*{23-7) equal to 101og{[ 9 antilog L^*{22-7)ll0 1 - t antilog L^*{22-23)/10 1173.

There were two types of information in the dataset that could be used to determine whether therc

were substantial tonal sounds at a location. In open question 26 it was asked whether there were

'any particular types of noise from trains that are especially annoying zuch as a clanging, or

squealing, or clickety clack, or ....?' Furthermore, there was a registration by the noise measurement

75
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team whether train wheel squeal was heard. The alrcmatives ar€ 'neyer heard', ' hear barcly', 'hear

definitely' and 'loud as some trains'. All rcspondents at a (sub)location arc considered to be

exposed to tonal railway noise when at that (sublocation at least 15 % mentioned a high pirch

tonal sound ard the team reported 'hear definitely' or 'loud as some trains' for train wheel squeal,

at least for some respordenB. For respondents at other (rub)locuions ttrc exposure is considered

nontonal.

From reports at question 26 of 'clickety clack' or 'churk chunk' and especially rcgistrations by the

noise measurement team of rhythmic sound of wheels on joints it appearcd that these rhythmic

sounds werc not uncommon. From these types of sounds however no detectable effect is expected

(see also Vol. I, par. 3.4.1.5). More important are sounds as banging, clanging, bumping and

thumping. Since at question 26 there were very few reports of these types of sound and no

(rub)locations could be discriminated as having more of these sound, the rise velocity of passages

as a whole is considered as characterizing the onset of railway sounds at all locations. Hence, rise

velocity is classified as < l0 dB/s.

The number of train passages pr 24 h was included in the dataset so that the percentage of quiet

minutes could be determined directly, subtracting one quiet minute for each passage.

There was no information available to estimate the difference between most and least exposed side

of the house. Therefore it was set missing.

TeAe A2 Aconstic summary lor the Brilbh railway study (19751761

76

overalllevel h{(24h)
wilh time ol day penally L-
wilh time ol day penalty L*

lonallty

dse vebcity (V)

paus€

qurel sile

23 - r/ dB(A)

32 - 8s dB(A)

2e - 82 dB(A)

only al (sub)localiom: Ealing, Shelfi€H, Tunbddge Wells, Hucknall,

Haillqoo[ Long Ealon, Bexhilland Luton.

< 10 dB/S

19-100%

?

It may be noted that the range of the levels and pauses is large. For pause this is a consequence of

a rurge for the number of passages from 6 to 1158.
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A.2.2 Annoyance measures

In the introduction letrer noise was not mentioned as topic of the survey. But there are other noise

annoyance questions preceding the nonspecific annoyance questiorrs used here. We used question

t7:

Can ljust deck, yol said pu did/ did nol hear lrain noise here?

77

upper category boundary

hears tains
do€o not hear (skip annoyance queslion) 25 t3

Doe the noiso ol the lrarns bolher or annoy you?

very much

moderalely

a linle

nol at all

Note that we consider those who do not he:tr the trains as not at all annoyed, whereas in the

original study they were treated as missing.

For specific annoyance we used question 18 in combination with the first part of 17:

Can I iust deck, you said pu did/ did not hear train norse here?

87

63

37

13

100

75

50

25

hsarE trains

doos nol hear (shp annoyance queton) 13
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Do fie traine ewr sE {e you?

t3
ys
Ito

When fiey shrde pu how annoyed does his make you feel?

very

moderale

a litlle

not at all

87

63

37

13

idem for'wake you up', 'make the ho$€ vibrate or shake', 'interlers wifi conwrsatkx'and 'inudeo with sleep in any olher way'.

For each respondent the answers for both sleep questions were combined by taking the maximum.

A.3 Netherlands railway study (1977')

PEEI ERS AL, JONG RG de, KOPER JP, TUKKER JC. (1984). Hinder door spoorueggeluid in de woonomgeving. Minisrrie VSM: ICG-RL-HR{S03,

Leidsdendam.

One purpose was to study the relation between sound exposure and annoyance. The study was

carried out in the autumn of 1977 at 9 locations in the Netherlands. For each of 3 different

combinations of the number of passenger trains and the number of good trains (high/high, higty'Iow

and lowlow) 3 locations were included. Another criterion for location selection was absence of

special characteristics as bridges, viaducts, stations, crossings with roads, curves with small radius,

junctions or shunting yards. There were 671 respondents.

A.3.1 Noise measures

Noise measurements combined wi& detailed information ahut the passages, prcvided by Nether-

lands Railways (NS), were used to determine Lo* values. The sound measured did include

reflections from a facade 1 m from the microphone. For this reason 3 dB(A) was already subtracted

in the original database.
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The available dataset contained LA"q(7-19), LA.q(19-23) and L^"q(23-7). Aszuming no significant

changes in operation schedules between 19 and 23 h, we set LAoq(19-22) and L^-t(22-23) both equal

to Lo*(19-23).

Since locations without curves with short radius and without stations were selected, no onal

components due to squealing of wheels or breaks werc expected. For wheel squealing this was

confirmed by question 43. For several sounds it was asked how often orrc could hear them:

'passing a junction', 'breaking', 'passing a curve' or 'passing a bridge or viaduct'. The response

altematives were 'never', 'seldom', 'sometimes' and 'often'. For passing a curve only lVo

responded with one of the two latter categories. But as much as 23Vo rcpofted hearing breaks some-

times or often. Respondents at locations where this percentage exceeded 359o are considered to be

exposed to tonal railway noise. For the others the exposurc is considered to be nontonal.

Since the locations were selected, if possible without joints, bridges or viaduc8 it was unlikely that

impulsive sounds play a significant role: the confirmation by the above question proved that the

selection was successful on this point. Orl-y 47o and 27o responded with 'sometimes' or 'often' for

joints respectively bridges/ viaducts. Therefore. the onset of passages as a whole is considered to be

most important for railway sounds at all locations. Hence, rise velocity is classified as < l0 dB/s.

The number of passages was included in the dataset, so that the percentage of quiet minutes could

be determined directly.

The dataset contained LA"q(24h) for the most and least exposed side. Hence, the difference between

most and least exposed side could be calculated and classified.

Tahle A.3 Acoustic summary lor the Nelherlands railway sludy (197)

79

overall level L^q(24h)

wilh time ol day penalty L*
with time ol day penalty \"

tonality

rise vebcity
paus€

quiet siie

32 - 68 dB(A)

3e - 7e dB(A)

37 - 7s dB(A)

only al (sub)locations Best-south, Bijen-south and Olst

< 10 dB/s

Tl -94Yo

all thr€€ categolbs
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A.3.2 Annoyancemeasures

The introduction of the questionnaire was general, not focused on noise. Beforc the nonspecific

annoyance questions used, the respondent was asked a number of other noise questions. These were

mixed, however, with non-noise questions.

For nonspecific annoyance we used the following questions (34c and 35c):

I will mentbn eome sounds. Please indizte lor adr of hse sounds u,h€6er you her hem hen, in or aromd pur horse, and if yor hE lh€m, hou
often.

upper category boundary

n
n

s@r€

10

10

newr (skip annoyance question)

seklom (skip annoyance qu€6tion)

sornolim6
often

I will now menlim once again the soLrnds, which you indicated to hear. Please indir:ale, rsing thb card, to whet d€groe they annoy you?

definiuly not annoying

nol annoying
jusl not annoyng

neutal
just annoying

annoying

vory annoyrng

A peculiar aspect of the scale is the insertion of the neutral category. Because of this we deviated

here from the general procedure of determining cut off points and scores, described in section 3.3.

The determination of specific annoyance was also unusual. There wer€ questions for the situation

with the windows closed which were only asked when annoyance was reported for when the

windows are opened. Because of this we again adapted the general procedurc. The following

questions (53, 54,59, 60, 61, 62.63 and 64) were used:

10

10

30

30

50

m
90

n
n
()
&
60

80

100
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&e you esionally dbtJrbsd by trains during a convetsalion when yor harc he undouts open€d?

y6
no (skip next question) 10

And when you haw tre windows clced, how ofbn ar€ you lhen disn rb€d during a conveoatbns?

often

somolimes

seldom

n€tBr

$
70

50

30

Are you occasionally distlrbed by lrairr during resting or sleeping when you haw tre windo*s opened?

ye6

no (skip next qu€slion) 10

And when you haw he windows clced, how olbn are you then dist rbed ry rains during resting or slee6ing?

often

somelims
seldom

never

90

70

50

30

Are you occasionally being slartl€d or ars you frighlened when you hear a trarn when you haw he windows opened?

yes

no (skip nsxl question) 17

And when you hane fis windows clc€d, are you then occasionally staflled or frighbned when you hear a tnain?

83

50

y6
no
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Does yol hotre occasbnally vihat because ol tp train noise?

yes

no (skip nerl question)

Do you consider hb unpleasant or don't you care?

unplsant
don'l car€

a
50

A.4 German railway study (1978/81)

SoHUMER - KOHRS A, SCHUMER R, KNALL V, KASUBEK W.(1983) lnrerdbziplinire feu6rrrdie Uber die beondertreiren des schienwrkshderms

gegon0ber dem stassenverkehrsldrm, Vol. I and ll, Planningsburo Obermeyer, M0nch€n.

One purpose was to compare the annoyance from railway and road traffic noise. The study was

carried out in two parts, one from winter 77178 until summer 78, one from autumn 80 until the first

part of 81, at22locations all over the former West-Germany. The locations were selected such that

the relative importance of the sources varied. There were 7 locations with predominantly road

traffic noise, 7 with predominantly train noise, 4 where these sources were expected to be about

equally important 2 with noise from trams and 2 locations with linle noise at all. There were 1651

respondents.

Among the criteria for the selection of a location was the electrification of the line and the passing

of freight as well as passenger trains and the absence of other noise sources.

A.4.1 Noisemeasurements

Sound measurements combined with information about passages from records at a nearby railway

station were used to determing La"c values. The sound was measured in free field conditions. The

available dataset contained L^*{6-22) and Lon(22-6). We set LAcq(7-19), LA,q(19-22) and L^q(22-

23) equal to Ln*(6-22). And we set L^*{23-7) equal to L^-t(22-6). Based on information about the

number of passages per hour, available for the dominant rail and mixed areas, this procedure was

estimated to introduce no significant errors in Lo, and Ldn which are derived from these Lo*'s.
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From the description of the locations in Appendix A3 of Band II, including maps with the railway

lines (more detailed in a t979 report), it was judged to be very unlikely that tonal sounds would

occur. Mostly there was no curvature and in case therc was, it was rather low. For one location

(Augsburg) a radius of 700 m is reported. Only for orp other location (Langenprozelten) this radius

appeared to be somewhat smaller. Furthermore, since no locations in the immediate neighbourhood

of stations were selected, tones due to breaking are assumed to be nonsignificant. Based on

foregoing considerations, the exposure of all rcspondents was considered nontonal.

The rise velocity for entire passages is considered characteristic for the noise events, although there

is some uncertainty for respondents at Munich and Veitsbronn, who appeared to live near a

junction The rise velocity was classified as < 10 dB/s.

The number of train passages per 24 h is reported in Appendix A4 Band II so that the percentage

of quiet minutes could be directly determined. The number of passages per hour, presented in the

same appendix for railway dominant and mixed areas, came nowhere close to 60.

Initially we tried to classify the differences between the levels at the most and least exposed side

using the location descriptions, including maps, in Appendix .A,3 Band II. However, because of too

much uncertainty about the proper classification, the difference was considered missing.

Table A.4 Acoustic summary lor the German railway study (1978/81)

8J

overall level he(24h)
with time ol day penally L-
wilh lime ol day penalty I*

tonality

rise vebcity
paus€

quiet siie

44 - 70 dB(A)

s0 - 7e dB(A)

48 - 7s dB(A)

no

< 10 dB/s

fi-97%

1

A.4.2 Annoyancemeasures

The questionnaire has a general introduction, but prior to the nonspecific annoyance questions therc

were some other questions dealing with noise, including railway (and road traffic) noise. For

nonspecific annoyance we used the following question (47):
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To rhal exbni do pu hel anrnpd by tr€ nds€ ol tr ailway?

not

a little

modenhly
rafier
very

upper cal€gory boundary

n
10

60

80

1m

s@fE

10

30

50

m
c)

For specific annoyance we use the following questions (50):

Ple*e ull me, using fib scale for every arrsw€r, lo what extenl lhe folloring ocqrs in ywr hanse as a corcequence ol railway noise.

vibntion and rattling in lhe house

s@r€

nol 10

a litrle 30

moderately 50

aher 70
very 90

idem lor 'disturbing the conveoaion in the hous€', 'dislurbing when going to sl€ep', 'wahng up at nighf end 'sErtl€'.

For sleep disturbance the maximum of both questions conceming sleep is used.
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A.5 Netherlands tramway study (19E3)

MIEDEMA HME, BERG R van den. (1985), Hirder door geluirl van tram- en mgwrlcer. Minbterie VFM: goluidreis GA-HRS{1, L*tsdendam.

Acoustic and annoyance data with respect to tram and road traffic were collected at 30 locations in

Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague. The survey was carried out at the end of June and

beginning of July. Apart from obtaining dose response rclations, a point of special interest was the

influence of masking of tramway noise by road traffic noise on annoyance. (It is directly obvious

that masking tlre other way around, i.e. of road traffic noise by tramway noise, is negligible).

Five types of locations were selected with a total of 798 respondents: 5 locations with curves (123),

8 with stops (149), 6 with crossings (161),9 with free straight tracks (294) and 2 with tracks to or

from a depot (71). At the selected crossings there were also curves. The straight tracks were

separated from the road traffic. For each type, locations were selected with the four higMow

combinations for the number of tram and car passages.

A.5.1 Sound measures

Lo* was determined for all two hour periods of week days, saurrday and sunday separately. This

was done by a combination of measurements for different types of tram passages with detailed

schedules of the number of those type of passages per two hour period. Each combination of a tram

type and track followed was distinguished as a separate type of passage. Since the measurements

were made 2 to 3 m from the facade, no subtraction of reflected sound was needed.

There were 70 measurement spots for 798 respondents at 30 locations. If necessary Lo* values

were determined by inter- or extrapolation from the measurement spots.

The available dataset contained LA"q(7-19), LA"q(19-23) and Ln"r(23-7). From the detailed infor-

mation on the number of tram passages per location, which was not reported but still available, it is

clear that, except for one location, L^-p9-22) and Lo^(22-23) could be set equal to L^-{I9-23).

The exception (Harstenhoekstraat) was a location at tracks to and from a depot, with high peaks in

the number of passages early in the moming, around evening rush hour and just after midnight. The

number of passages from 22-23h was at most 2. No error in the Ln* values with significant

consequences for L.* or Lon was caused by taking it to be zero. Thus, for the exception L^q(19-22)

was set equal to L^-{19-23) + 1.2 and L^-[22-23) was set equal to zero.

Tonal sounds as scrunching and squealing could occur at curves, crossings and, due to breaking, at

stops. The questionnaire contained questions with respect to these types of sounds (23a, b), where
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people could report hearing them never, seldom, sometimes, often or always. All respondents at

locations wherc the percentage of respondents in the two lafter categories exceeded 357o, were

considered to be exposed to railway sound with tonal components. The exposure of other

respordents was considered to be nontonal. The classification of locations is reported in table A.5.

The questionnaire also contained questions about rafiling or bumping (23c), where people could

report hearing this never, seldom, sometimes, often or always. All respondents at locations where

the percentage of respondents in the combined two la$er categories exceeded 35Vo werc considercd

to be exposed to impulses. The exposure of the other respondens was considered to be

non-impulsive. The classification is reported in table A.5.

The number of tram passages was included in the dataset so that the percentage of quiet minutes

could directly be derived from it. Only at one location (Rijswijkseplein) the number of passages per

two hour period exceeded 120 (known from unpublished information). For that location the

percentage is obtained as follows. There were only three two hour periods with less than 120

passages (37, 0 and 3) so that the estimated number of relatively quiet minutes was 320, i.e. 227o.

To estimate the category for the difference between the levels at the most and least exposed facades

of the houses the location descriptions and maps in Appendix 1 were studied. The classification is

shown in table A.5.

Table A.5 Aoor.rstic summary lor Netherlands tramway study (19811)

86

overalllevel hq(24h)
wilh time ol day penally 1."
wilh lime ol day penalty \"

tonality

rise vehcity

paus€

quiel siJe

42 - 71 d8(A)
4s - 76 dB(A)

44 - 7s dB(A)

raihray somd wlh lonal ompon€nls al a[ curues excepl lrlelis Stolozlkle;

al sNops Oud€diik, Crooswiiksestraal ard Claes de Vrieselaan; at all

crossings excepl Laan van N.O. lndie x Juliana van Sloberglaan and

Sluyvesanplein; al no straighl lracks; al depot line through l-larclenhoekweg.

ralway sound wlh irpulss a Meppelweg and no other curv€; at all slops

excepl le Mktdellandstraal, Gouvemeudaan ard Oudemansstraal; d all

crossings excepl Schieweg x Bergs€laan and Sluyvcanlpleh; at no straighl

track; al both d@ lines.

22-98olo

a diflerence > 15 dB(A) al all locations excepl 5 - 15 dB(A) lor Leyweg,

Gees[*ugweg, Rijswiikseplein, Laan van N.O. lndie x Juliana van Slobetg
laan, Johan EvEdsenstr. x Witte de ffihstr. x Admiraal de Ruyteueg,
Boergoense Vliet, Gevers Deynootweg and < 5 dB(A)al lhe Meppeheg.
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A.5.2 Armoyancemeasurcs

The respondents werc not focused on noise when they answercd the nonspecific annoyance

questions. Norupecific annoyance was determined with the following questions (18b + l9b):

I will menlbn soolo Bot nds. Pl€6e irdicab, ung trb card, ftr edr of the sorn* hou o[En yal ho, fim whrt yo an imile yulr hure?

tfamS

nevgr (skip nexl questton)

seHom (skip next qu6tioo)
somelime6

often

uppor calogory boundaty

n
20

scorg

10

10

I will mention he soun& wtrir$ you traw indialsd O hear in your house. Pleas€ indiraEd lo 
'rrtlat 

exbnd yat orrider thae sour$ to be annoying a
nol annoying. t so thb card for your ansrer.

vofy annoymg

annoying
jusl annoying

lust not annoying

not annoying

Taking people who say that they 'never' or 'seldom' hear the sound as not annoyed may lead to an

underestimation of annoyance.

Specific annoyance was determined with the following questiotls (36, 37,39 and 40):

Are pu t$ng dbtrrbod during onrreaatirns by he sound ol passirg trams?

otten

somelme
seHom

neEr

$
m
50

30

10

100

80

60

40

n

s@tB

87

a3

37

13
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Are pu tring dblrrbed wtrilo resting, sleeping or gcirg to sleep by the eound of parsrng fame?
idem

Doc lhe sound of a tnam oncs in a whih stsrile you?

ilem

Doe yor horce vibnb once in a wirile rtren a tran passes?

idem

A.6 Netherlands road traffic study (197{75)

BIilER C, KAPER JP, PINKSE IVAH. (1978). Beleving geluidwerende romioringen in de wnsitutie langs RijlcW '16 in Oodrsdt. Minbterie

VROI: ICG VL-D&14{1, Leidschendam.

BITTER C, HOLST JHK, KANOELiAAR HAC, SCH@NDERBEEK W. (1982) EelevirB geluidwerende vooaieningsn in de w@noituetie langs Rijksreg 10

in Amsle{dam. Minbbrie VROM: ICG VL-DB-14-02, Leidschendam.

This study has been carried out near two highways in the Netherlands. The primary purpose was to

obtain information on the effect of acoustic insulation of dwellings. Acoustic and annoyance data

were collected before and after insulation of housing units. Herc only data from before the

insulation arc used. These were obtained in Dordrecht near the A16 in 1974 and in Amsterdam-

West near the A10 in 1975. The studies at both locations were equal in all aspects which are

relevant here.

A.6.1 Sound measures

Originally LA.q(24h) was calculated. Since then the calculation models have been improved.

especially for situations with flat buildings as in this shrdy, where shielding and reflections play a

role. Because also some errors were discovered in the original input data, the calculations werc

repeated with adjusted input and the current standard calculation procedure in the Netherlands

(Reken en Meetvoorschrift Verkeerslawaai, 1981: Standaardrekenmethode ID. All relevant

information needed to obtain for each respondent the Ln* at the most exposed facade was still

available. The input corections concemed traffic data, which now werc obtained from detailed

publications of the Ministry of Transportation, with traffic counts for the years 1974 and 1975

(Verkeerstellingen 1974 and Verkeerstellingen 1975). A rather detailed description of the

recalculation can be found in Miedema (1988). The rcsulting LA"q(24h) values were 3 to 5 dB(A)

higher than the original.
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Since the available trafEc data for the counting points close$ to thc research locations were not

prcsented in sufficient detail to obtain the L^* for differcnt periods, the combined specification for

all 18 basic counting points at highways in the Nettrertands has been used. In 1975 the percentages

of vehicles in the relevant periods werc 78.9% for 7 - l$t,9.9% for 19 - 2?h,2.4% for 22 - 23h

md 8.8Vo for 23 - 7h. Thus the differcnces of the L^o, for the periods mentioned with Lo*(24h) are

2, -1, -2.4 and -5.8.

There arc no tonal components in highway noise.

Beyond a cefiain distance individual passages can not be distinguished. But also close to ttrc

highway rise velocities are < l0 dB/s.

The number of passages per 24h was at that time 36000 in Dordrecht and 61000 in Amsterdam,

which included 9200 lonies in Dordrecht and 55m in Amsterdam. Thus the percentage of Etiet

minutes is set equal to zero.

The housing units, except a few family houses in Dordrecht, were flat aparfrnents. Some flat

buildings and all family houses were parallel to the highway, the other flats perpendicular. For all

blocks, consisting of one flat or a row of attached family houses, the Ln* difference between most

and least exposed side was estimated, taking into account shielding and reflection. For some

respondents, who lived at the end of a (parallel) block, the difference is overestimated. Individual

estimates were, however, considered too laborious.

Taile A.6 Acoustic summary lor the Nethedands road lralfic study (1974I/5)

89

overall level L^q(24h)

with lime ol day penafty L."
with lime ol day penalty t",

tonality

dse vebcity
pause

quiel skJe

4s - 72 dB(A)

4e - r/ dB(A)

48.7s dB(A)

no

< 10 dB,S

0%

< sdB(A) lor respondenls ln bbds 1,2,6,7,18,24,25,27,29,31,3i!,35
in Dodrechl and block 5 in Amlerdam; > 15 dB(A) lor blocks 3, 9 - 14, 16,

19 and 34 in Dodrectrt and all blocts in Am$eldam excsPt 5 and 9 in

Amsterdam; 5 -15 lor al remaining blods.
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4.6.2 Annoyance measures

At the annoyance questions respondents wherc focused on the noise of the highway by the

introduction and prcvious questions. Nonspecific annoyance was determined with the following

question (60a):

To nhat exbnt do pu onsiJer lraffr sounds from he highway to be annoyirg or not annoying?

90

defniHy not unoying
not annoyirg
just nol anroying

nol anrrying
annoying

very annoyng

uppor cat€gory bourdary

n
n
40
60

80

100

s@re

't0

10

30

50

70

90

Since the labels may have lead not annoyed persons to choose either of both lowest annoyance

categories, these are combined into one category. As a consequence there are five effective

annoyance categories.

Specific annoyance was determined as follows by questions 56a. h and 55:

Are you occasonaly stanled by traffic noise?

nevgr

seUom

sometrm€6

otten

scorg

13

37

a3

87

Dm your horce vibrab olt€n, sometimes, seldom or newr because of passing rcad fat b?

nswr
seHom

sornelimes

often

8@.€

13

37

63

87
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I an gorng tc mmtirn som ecth,ities. World pu plce say wtntrer you an beitg dbt ded ofrrn, sqttcd.ns, eldon or ml's by tafic nobe?

a conrersalion wilh sommne

to r6t or sl€op

91

iJem

klem

L.7 Germen road traflic study (197&tl)

scHuMER - KOHRS A, SCHUMER R, KNALL V, KASUBEK W. (1S3) lnbrdieiflinrn hldsiudis 0ber die bcond€rhdfn dee sdienwrkehdlma

gegenUbe dem srassenverkehtaErm, Vol. I ard ll, P'lanningburo Obemeyer, M0ttdtol.

A short general intrcduction and the railway part of this surdy are described in section A.4.

A.7.1 Noisemeasurements

The available dataset contained L^*{6-22) au'td L^q{22-6), which are based on sound measurements

in free field conditions. For the road traffic dorninant and mixed locations histograms with the

number of motor vehicles per hour were given in Appendix A4 Band II. For those locations a

presumably reasonably precise estimate of Ln"r(7-19), LA"q(19-22) was obtained using L^*(6-22)

and adding 10 times the logarithm of the ratio between trafnc intensities for 6-22h and target

period. Similarly L^*{22-23) and LA"q(23-7) were obtained from Ln*(22-6) and the proper intensity

ratios. For the remaining locations we used the 'average' corrections on L^*(G22) and L^*{22-6)

to obtain the desired me:uures.

The rise velocity was classified as <10 dB/s.

For the locations for which the number of motor vehicle passages per hour was given, these werc

used to estimate the number of quiet minutes. For the other locations the number of these passages

was only given for the periods 6-22 and 22-6h. Then these were used to estimate the number of

quiet minutes.

Because of too much uncertainty about the pmper classification, the sound level difference btween

most and least exposed side was considered to be missing.
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Table A.7 Acoustic summary lor the Gernan road tnflic dudy (1978/81)

overalllevel lrqe4h)
wilh time ol day penalty 1.,
wilh time ol day penalty lo

tonalrty

dse vebcity
paus€

quiel siie

43 - 71 dB(A)

47 - 78 dB(A)

46 - 76 dB(A)

il)

< 10 dB,S

0-89%

?

A.7.2 Annoyance measures

For nonspecific annoyance we use question 45, for specific annoyance question 48. Since the

questions and the scoring of categories and their boundaries arc similar, except the source men-

tioned, as questions 47 and 50 described in section A.4, we do not prcsent them here.

A.E Netherlands road traffic study (1983)

MIEDEMA HME, BERG R van den. (1985), Hindor door geluid van tram- en wegvertmr. Ministerie VffiM: geluiireeks GA-HR{S44, LeGdendan.

This is the same study for which the tramway noise part is described in section A.5.

A.8.1 Sound measures

The Lo* was determined for all two hour periods of week days, saturdays and sundays separately.

This was done by measurements within two hour periods combined with interpolation for the

periods for which no measurements were carried out. Since the microphone was 2-3 m frrom the

facade, no corrections for reflections were applied to the measurements. For a period with

measurements seven percentiles were determined for the A-weighted sound level distribution By

interpolation of each percentile, using the relative time pafiem obtained frrom continuous measure-

ment on a saturday, sunday, monday and tuesday until 10 a.m. and checked with other published
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time pattems, percentiles for periods without measurcments werc obtafurcd. For each period the L^*

was derived fiom the seven percentiles.

This rather indircct procedure was motivated by the need of percentiles for the determination of

measurcs sensitive to masking by road traffic, which arc not considercd herc.

There were 70 measurcment spoB for 798 respondents. When necessary L^* values for resporden$

were determined by inter- or extrapolation from the measurement spots. The dataset contained

LA.q(7-19), L^.q(19-23) and Lo*(23-7). From the rclative Lno. pasem, derived from the continuous

measurement refened to above, it was estimated ttrat generally L,*'Q2-23) is about 2 dB(A) below

LA.q(19-23). Therefore we set L^*{?2-23) equal to LA"q(19-23) - 2 andL^*t(19-22) equal to LA"q(19-

23) + 0.5.

There can be tonal components in city road traffic noise due to the squealing of bus breaks. Therc

was no information available, however, to identify respondents exposed to this squealing.

At most location involved the speed limit was 50 km/h. Anyhow, rise velocities are < 10 dB/s.

The number of car passages was not registered.

The classification with respect to the difference between most and least exposed side is identical as

for the tramway noise.

Table A.8 Acoustic $mmary lor Netherlands road tnlfic sludy (1983)

93

overalllevel hq(24h)
with tims olday pernlty L-
with time ol day penally Ln

tonalily

dse vebcity
pause

qubt skle

sl - 71 dB(A)

ss - 76 dB(A)

s4 - 71 dB(A)

?

< '10 dB,S

?

see table A.5

A.8.2 Annoyance measures

The respondents were not focused on noise at the moment of the nonspecific annoyance questiors.

Nonspecific annoyance was determined with questions l8d and 19d, which arc the similar as l8b

and 19b for trams, reported in section A.5. Only 'trams' is replaced by 'road traffic (thus can,

buses, lorries, mopeds and motors)'.

Specific annoyance questions were not asked for road traffic.
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A.9 European community road traflic study (f984)

DnfrOND l, WALJGR JG. (1986) CEC Jcinl cearch projax 'Community rxtione b drcnfr niue', Unireiity ol Souframpton ISVR, Sorthamph.

DlAtlOtlD I, WAI.J(ER JG, CRIICHLEY JB, RrcHrcNO GC. (1S) 'CEC Joint etrdy of coormunt, ,Epffie b alrcrafi nc*e 1984: maln report', DR

r€port 8601, Univeoity ol Southanpton lS1rR, Southampton.

PACHIAUDI G, TAIIGUY Y, BRUYERE JC, FMNCOIS J, VAIEI M. ('lSS) 'Conmunity nubm b aircrdl nciee' mport AER 3.2,6, Institut de

Redredre dc Transport CERN, Eron Cedex. (ercept title in Frendr)

WAJ(ER JG. (lS) CEC Joint reeadr pojct'Community rmctkxs b aircraft mbe: rcillnl rir:e mcsuremenh in he vi:inity of Glasgow Airport',

memorandum 661, Universrty of Southampton ISVR, Southampton.

This is the same study for which the aircraft noise part is described in section A.l.

A.9.1 Sound measurcs

Around Glasgow Airport Ln* was determined for a number of day periods. This was done by

rneasurements per clust€r plus adaptions for individual respondents based on the estimated effect of

distance and obstacles. Since the microphone was placed I m fuom a facade, we subtracted 3 dB(A)

from the levels in the database.

Around Schiphol-Amsterdam Lo* was determined for the same day periods by measurements in

low exposure arcas and by calculation (using the average traffrc intensity over a week for that

period) in high exposure areas. The standard calculation prccedure in the Netherlands for situations

without significant barriers or reflections (Reken en Meetvoorschrift Verkeerslawaai, 1981:

Standaard methode I) has been used. The original data were without reflections.

Around Paris-Orly the Ln* was determined for the same day periods by measurements. ln intervals

with sufficiently low aircraft noise, the 'difference' between the totd Ln* and that of the aircraft

was taken as road traffic LA"q. At one location older traffic noise data had to be used because the

measurement site was not representative for the road traffic noise exposure of the respondens at

that location. Nothing is known to us about reflections.

From the Ln*'s available in the dataset we could calculate directly LA"q(7-19), L^-{19-22),L^-{22-

23) and L^-t(23-7).

For locations in this study significant tonal comporrcnts due to squealing of breaks are unlikely.

Therefore respondents are considercd to be exposed to nontonal sound.

Rise velocities are classified as < l0 dB/s.

Neither the number of car passages nor the information relevant for the estimation of the difference

benveen most and least exposed side were registered.

94
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Table A.9 Aorstic urmmary lor Ewopean Communily rod farfic dt d, (1981)

overall level ( L^q(24h) )
wilh lime ol day penaly ( 1"" )
with lime ol day penalty ( l*, )

lonalrty

fue vebcity
pauss

quiet sile

3e -72 dB(A)

4s - 7s dB(A)

41 - 71 dB{A}

no

< 10 dUs
?

?

A.9.2 Annoyancemeasures

For road traffic nonspecific annoyance was determined with questions 19b and 24b n the French

and British survey, and 27 and 64b in the Netherlands' survey. These questions are similar as those

used for aircraft, which arc reported in section A.l. Only 'aircraf is replaced by 'traffic'.

Specific annoyance questions for road traffic were not included in the questionnaires.

A.l0 Netherlands road traffic study (1984)

ERICZ WJ, NCDR0AII A, SCH@NDERBEEK W.(1986). Trollificering van brJslijn 9 in Amhem. Ondetz€k naar de sthen van geluitthinder. Minbtede

VROM: Geluirjrmks GA-HR-I 2-1, Lekkchendam.

SCHmNDERBEEK W. 0986). Akoestisch ondeaook naar d€ €tlsctsn op de gelu6behating door invoeing van rolleyhssen op hsliln I in Amhem:

Van Dorsser bv roport 3880.4, &nhem.

The purpose was to study effects on noise annoyance of the replacement of diesel buses by trolley-

buses. The snrdy was carried out in Amhem. We used the first of the three parts of the study, with

the noise and annoyance measurements hfore the change of bus type. At that time the traffic

situation had not yet changed. The survey of this part was canied out in May.

A.10.1 Sound measures

In the study Ln*(7-19), L^*p9-23) ard Ln*(23-7) werc determined by measurements and a

combination of traffic counts during measurement periods and traffic counts for a week. The data
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already werc corrected for reflections from the facade. L^*'s werc used to determine L.-.
Unforhrnately, the basic Ln* values were not stored. However, since the differences between L.-
and.Lo* values werc reported per block of houses (and we could determine per respondent the

house block), we could reconstruct the Lo* values for the three differcnt periods. Lo*Q9-22) and

L^*{22-23) were determined from L^*{19-23) in the s:rme way as described in section A.7, based

on a time paftem for Lo* considered to be representative. Thus L^*(22-23) was set equal to

LA"q(19-23) - 2 and L^.p9-22) equal to L^*p9-23) + 0.5.

Squealing of bus breaks was rather frequently heard. The questionnaire contained a question with

respect to this type of sound (23a), where people could rcport hearing it never, seldom, sometimes,

often or always. However, because we can deduce only for this single study, with relatively few

responden8, who are probably exposed to tonal road traffic noise, this information was not used.

At all locations involved the speed limit was 50 km/h. Anyhow. rise velocities are < 10 dB/s.

The number of passages was available in the dataset. But to determine the percentage of quiet

minutes more accurately, prints from the automatic counting equipment were used. The number of
passages per hour over one week is given for each of the four counting points in Appendix 1 of the

acoustic reporl Quiet minutes occuned only during the night period. Percentages are given in table

A.10.

The category for the difference between most and least exposed sides was estimated from the maps,

which were included in the report. For several blocks the calculated exposures were shown on the

maps for both most and least exposed facade. Our categorization is given in table A.10.

Table A.10 Acoustic summary ol Netherhnds road tralfic study (1984)

96

tonality

dse vebcity
pause

overall level L^{(24h)

wilh lime ol day penaly L-,
with lime olday penalty 1",

quiet side

4e - 6s dB(A)

ss - 71 dB(A)

s2 - 6e dB(A)

?

< 10 dB,b

Br$antweg(#l ): 1 396; l-lollandnveg(@: 1 8% ;

Hoflandweg(lil): 8%; Locrierstraat(#4)96

block 1-3, 7,8, 10, 19,2.,*37: < sdB(A);
block 4{, 9, 16: $1s dB(A)

block l$15,17,$,n,212324,27,3f,41: > 15 dB(A)

block 11 ard12:?
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A.10.2 Annoyance measures

At the nonspecific annoyance question the respondents werc not focused on noise. The question-

naire used was very similar to the one used in the strrdy described in sections A.5 and A.7. The

nonspecific annoyance questions (8b for the frequency of hearing, 9b for the annoyance) are almost

identical and consequently treated identically:

I now will rrnlbn some kind ol sounds. Please indicde, wing trb card, hffi ollen pu lreal trese Eoun&, wtnn yu are hside yor
house.

97

road lrallic in genenl

never (skip n€xt gueslion)

seldom (skir next qu€stion)

sometimes

otlen

upper catsgory boundary

n
n

soore

10

10

I menlbn lhe sounds which you have indicated to hea in yurr ho.se. Please indhate to whd exlend you consirJer thess sounds to be

annoyilg u not annoyitg. Please use lhis card lor your answel.

very annoyng

annoying

lust annoying
jusl not annoying

not annoying

There were no questions included with respect to specific annoyance for road traffic in general.

A.l1 Netherlands stationary sources study (f980)

6ffiENEVELD Y, GERREISEN E. (1984). lGrakbrisering en beoodelirq van indtstiehwaai - samenvatbnd rapporr, Minbbri€ VROM. IOG'rapprt lL-

HR{042, Leidsdterdam.

The purpose was to study the relation between sound exposure and annoyance for industrial sources

and shunting yards, with special interest in the role of tonality and impulse noise. The study was

90
70

50

30

10

100

80

60

40

n
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carried out at 23 locations in the Netherlands. The zurvey was carried out in January. The division

of the 597 respondents over tle sources is given in table A.1.

The irdusrial locations were selected after a pilot study inchding 75 locations. In this pilot study

locations were sought for different combinations of time and frequency spectra- For frequency a

distinction was made between tonal and nontonal sounds. The time pattems were characterized as

continuous (= no significant fluctuation), fluctuating, intermifted, irrcgular impulsive or long

impulse trains. Based on data from a previous acoustic inventory study, locations were tentatively

assigned to one of the ten possible categories, obairpd by crossing tonality ard impulse classes.

After a first selection of 50 locations a limited telephone survey was carried out to obtain furtlrcr

information on the selection criteria.

A.l1.l Noise measures

Noise measurements during the operation time of the source were used to determine the Ln* during

operation time. We combined this with information about the time the source was in operation. It

was reported for each of the periods 7-19, 19-23 and 23-7h whether the source was in operation

during the whole period or, as a second possibility, during a part of it or sometimes within iL In

cases where the source was operating during part or sometimes within the period, we set precise

working hours as follows. For the period 7-l9h partiaVsometimes was reported for the five shunting

yards involved. There we assumed that the source was active during the 4 hours within this period.

A location with a paper and metal industry was reported to be partiaVsometimes active in the

period l9-23h. There we assumed that the source was active during 2 hours in the period l9-22h.

Finally, for one shipyard and again the shunting yards partiaVsometimes was reported for the period

23-7h. Here we assumed activity of the source during 4 hours within that period. LA.q(7-19),

L^q(19-22), L^-[22-23) and Lo*(23-7) were calculated using the L^* during operation time, the

reported working period plus the above mentioned additional specification.

The characterization of the exposure in the data set as tonal or nontonal was used. It was based on

explicit judgemens of the acoustician who also performed the sound measurements.

For respondents in the vicinity of sources which irregularly emitted impulses or produced long

impulse trains the exposure is characterized as > 1000 dB/s. Within this class shunting yards are

coded as a separate subclass. For all other respondents the characterization < 10 dB/s is used.

The percentage of quiet minutes per day was based on the reported operation periods of the souroe

plus the above described additional specification. For sources described as continuous (e.g. power
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plant), each minute during the operation time is counted as noisy. For sources characterized as

intermitted (e.g. concrete mortar mill) or impulsive (e.g. constmction workplace) there is uncer-

tainty. As a 'best guess', we counted for those sources half the minutes during operation time as

noisy.

We were not able to determine the difference between most and least exposed side of the house.

The sources and their characterization are shown in the following table.

TaHe A.1 Aonsth summay lor lhe Nethedands stationary sludy (1980). For tonality 1: no, 2: ys. For dse vebcny 1: <10 d&s, 2:

shunting yards, 3: )1000 dUs.

operalion

time

L^.q(24h) L*,
industry

99

k tonalily dse N

velocity

concrelsmoilar-mill

concret+mortu-mill
concrel*moilar+nill,

slonebreakery

concrete industry

concrele industry

slons masonry

chemical industry (malr4

chemical industry (maitr)
chemical induslry (mhor)

construdion worlshop
power plant

paper/melal induslry

ship yard

lood industry

lood induslry

heavy induslry

shunting yard

shunling yard

shunting yard

shunting yad
shunting yad

0&0-0{
O&GGO

0&0-0-0
0&ofi
0&0-0-0

0&0{-0
0&0+0
08+G0
0&0{-0
0&0fi
12-+1{
't2-$1{
12-$1{
12-$1{
r2-$1{
0&ofi
12-$1{
1G2-0-0
'tc$l-4
1G$1-4
12.$1{
12-&1{
12-$1{
12-&1{
12-&1{
12-3-1{
04-&14
04.31.4
04-$1-4
04.$1-4
04-$1-4
04.$1.4
04-91.1

55

51

63

55

50

39

49
()
50

o
5S

56

52

58

s8

56

47

54

51

45

53

60

40

38

51

47
55

62

58

55

57

48

53

58 55

54 sl
66 63
58 55

53 Sl
42 39

5249
/B 40

53 50

43 40

68 64

66 62

62 58

68 &f
68 el
59 56

57 53

59 54

59 55

54 51

60 55

70 66

47 42

45 40

58 s3
s4 49
65 62

72 59

68 6s
65 62

67 64

58 s5

63 60

2

1

2

2
2
1

2
1

2

2

2
2
2

2

1

2

1

2

2

16

N
10

7

9

33
o

I
15

8

7

17
't9

11

11

14

35

14

7

24

7

u
41

26

8
12

17

15

28
5

35

24
30

3

1

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2
2
2

2

2
2

2

2

2
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A.ll.2 Annoyance measrures

The introduction of the questionnairc did not mention noise. Prcvious to the corc question about

nonspecific annoyance there were others dealing with indusuial noise. Nonspecific annoyance was

determined in a complicated way by question 17 through 21,24a ard 35, ogettrcr with directions

C,B,F,G. ln effect it was determined whether sounds from the industry or shunting yard were heard

or not. If they were heard, their relative importance was asked. For the most important sounds from

the industry or shunting yard an annoyance judgement was asked. This was done for maximally

three sounds. The importance of a sound was based on a ranking of the sounds by the rcspondent

with respect to the frequency of occurrence and loudness.

With the exception of 31 respondents, all mentioned only one important type of sound or gave for

the nvo or three sounds mentioned the same annoyance judgement. For those cases we used this

annoyance response. For the other respondents the maximum was used, which was, except for 6

cases, reported for the most important sound in the sense described above.

The nonspecific aruroyance question, asked for maximally the three most important sounds, was

question 35:

According b you, b lhe sound wry annoying, annoying, a litlle bil annoyng or nol amoying?

uppsr cat€gory boundary

very annoyng

annoying

a litle annoying

not annoying?

100

75

50

25

8@aB

87

68

37

13

The specific annoyance questions were at first asked for situations with open windows and then, for

those reporting to be at least sometimes disturbed, for sitrrations with closed windows. The

following questions (73, 74 and 79 through 83b) are used here:

Hry othn doeo the sound of the indstyrbhunling yard disturb your conveaatbn when the windorc are opened?

often

somelimeo

seldom (skip nsxt qustbfl)
nevur (skip next questbn)

10

10

upper cal€gory borJndary
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And wt|fi ths windom an deed, hor otten dm lhe sound of fie indtsly/ ahunlfitg yerd disfrrb pur olmalix then?

oflon

somglimG
seHom

neEr

s
70

50

o

(Similar para of qrrtiros mfe ued lor 'netiry or sleepng' and 'suried or tning ertail'.)

Dos the 6ound ol the indrciy/shunling yard somelires carse vibratiom ol yor hore?

y6
no (skip next question) 13

How ofun dc ywr home vibrab?

oflen

sometims
seldom

newr

L.l2 European community impulse noise study (f982/83)

GrcENEVELD Y, JONG RG de,(1$5) C.E.C. Joint rcearch project'Effect ol impulse ncise on human beings' (lield sMy), NIPG-TNO, r€porl 85m8'

Leiden.

GrcENEVELD Y, BERG R van den, JCI,IG RG de. (1985) Ethcb of impube ncise on human treirBs; li\e fieU shrdy in lhe Nedrerlards, Minbtry VROI'

nobe Esearch sedes report GA-HR{1{1, 's-Gravenhage.

HAYDEN B, WHELAN B, DILLON M.(198{) EEC Joint r€search prcPr on impubiw nobe. FreH stdy nport, Volume I - main l€porl keland, llRS and

ESRI, Dublin.

KASIT(A J, RIrTERSrAEDT U. (1981) Joint research prqecl ol efhcrs ol impube ncise on human beings - German sldy, Univscily ol Dtisseklod'

Medilnischc lnstitnt lur Ummlhygiene, DUsseldorf.

RABRAIT JM. (1984) Etuds'Gerp due aux bruits impulsib', SEDES, Patb.

The main puryose of the study was to determine whether impulse noise is more annoying than road

traffic noise. And if so, to quantify the difference. The study was carried out at 18 locations in

France, Germany, Ireland and the Netherlands. The survey took place between September 1982 ard

April 1983. The types of impulse sources involved were: shunting yard, civil and military shooting

cl
63

ct
13
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range, shipyard, scrap yard, metal works, pile driving and a dairy. The following table gives an

overview of the divisions of the 1458 respondents over locations and types of impulse sources:

102

France

(4sl)

Shuntirq yard

050)

Shooting range
(4?2,t

Shipyard

(1241

Scrap yad
(2?6],

Metal working

(327],

Athb{lons
(r s0)

R€ss€ (130)

Haan (80)

Solingen (74)

Pleilenb€{g (37)

Rtshbolo (85)

Rings€nd f/9)
Bladpoolf/6)

Bueun (18)

Ddebeeqt (10)

Vughl (55)

H.l. Ambacht 01)

slired (38)

Leltudark (49)

Raamsdonkswer (a9)

BuiHing site
(t 52)

Dairy

(r 06)

SainrBenis ('152)

Churdrtovm (106)

Note that pile driving is temporally activity and deviates in this respect from all other sources

included in this compilation. The main criterion for the selection of locations wils a sufficient

number of respondents for various levels of an impulse noise. ln the survey two more locations

were included. One. a shooting range in lreland, is not used here because there werc activities only

during a short time once a month. The other, a shipyard in the Netherlands, is not used because no

information about the sound levels for impulse noise is available.

We do not use the road traffic part of the study since not road traffic but residual noise was

measured. Unlike the EC study reported in section A.1 and A.8 where also the term residual noise

is used, we had at least for the Netherlands and Ireland indications that, apart firom road traffic,

coincidental sources contributed significantly to reported sound levels.
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A.l2.l Noise measurcs

Noise measurements during operation of the source werc used to determine the L^* during

operation time. Since the microptnne was only I to 2 m from the facade ard no corrcctions were

made for reflections, we subtracted 3 dB(A). By combination with information about the number of

operation hours per 24h, L^-t(24h) was calculated. We consulted sepiuate reports for the differcnt

countries involved and the members of the rcsearch units there, in order to determine the working

periods of the sources. For some locations we had information that the operation periods of the

impulsive source deviated from the official working period. of which the duration was originally

used to determine LA"q(24h). To determine LA"q(7-19), LA"q(19-22), L^*{22-23) and Lo*(23-7) the

operation time Lo* was combined with the information about the operation periods of the source.

For all sources involved. except the shunting yar<i, it was considered unlikely that significant tonal

sounds occurred. For the shunting yard we had no additional information. Thus for all respordents

the exposure is characterized as nontonal. except those at location with a shunting yard, where we

set the tonality characterization to missing.

All sources are impulsive, so rise velocities are classified as > 1000 dB/s. Shunting yards are coded

as separate subclass.

The percentage of noisy minutes per day was directly determined from the data about the operation

periods of the source, as presented in table 4.1L.2. Half of the minutes in the operation period were

counted as noisy.

We were not able to determine the difference between the most and least exposed side of the

house.

Table A.12 Acoustic summary lor European Community impulse study (1982183)

10i

overall level L^{(24h)

wtlh lifli€ ol day penaliy L-,
wilh lime ol day penalty L*

lonality

rise vebcity
pause

quiet skle

s - 62 dB(A)

10.70 dB(A)

I - 66 dB(A)

no (? lor shunthS yards)

> 1000 dUs
0'92olo

7
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A.12.2 Annoyancemeasures

The questionnaire had a general introduction. But aniving at the annoyance questions used here, the

respondents were focused on noise by previous questions. For nonspecific annoyance we used the

following questions (23,28 in the lrish version and 48, 49, 58, 59 in the Netherlands):

When pu are indooa al hom6 th6e day6, can you sver hear (he[€ th€ local nobe sourco is mentbned)?

IU

upper catsgory boundary

yes (only next question skipped)

no

don't know

no r€spons€ (lollowing quetons skipped) missing

ls his always hr€, even rfien you have your windows open?

yes (l never hear it)(following qns. skippsd)
no (l sometrmes hear il)

don't krow (lollowing quetions skipped)
no reGponse (following questions skipped)

25n0 1305

missing

miesing

Can you indicats nhen being indoors to what extcnt the noise ol (here lhe local impulsive noise sourcs is mentioned) is annoying?

v€ry annolng
annoying

a linle annoying

not annoying

87

53

37

13

100

75

50

25

Could you give me a more precise idea of your reaction by using this scale?

05

t5
25

35

45

55

65

75

85

95

10

n
30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

not at all annoying0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I exlmmely annoyrng
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For the analysis the scores of both questions werc averaged for each respondent. The dercrmination

of the percentages annoyed, using the four and ten category question. was done as described in

section A.1.2.

For specific annoyiurce we used the following question (26 n ttrc lristl, 60 in the Netherlands) in

combination with the question about hearing of impulse noise:

When pu arc indooo al home tme days, can yor ever her (tBa tr local nobe rcurca is metioned)?

105

upper cal€gory boundary

ye (only next quetion skipped)

no

don't klow
no msponse (following quslions skipped) missing

ls his always trrJ€, even wtrn you have your windors open?

ys (l never hear il)(lolloring qrls. skipp€d) 25/'10

no (l somaim* hear it)

don't krow (following quetions skipped)

no rcportse (lolbwirp quelions skipped)

1305

mEsng
mieeing

When pu are irdooc al home, hil ofEn does il happen hat the nobe (tnrs tho local impubirr sorce is mentirned) shrlb or fiighlens you?

upper cal€go.y boundary

otten

somelrmes

seldom

nstEr

8@fE

87

63

37

13

ldem lor 'wake you up', 'inhrbre with conversation', 'stops yot lalling asleep', 'makeo yorr house vibrale or shake'.

The two sleep questions werc combirrcd by taking the maximum.
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